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ABSTRACT 

Intraosseous Transcutaneous Amputation Prosthesis (ITAP) is a new generation device 

in limb replacement that may solve the issues of the externally fixed stump socket 

prosthesis, helping to restore the original limb function. ITAP is implanted into the 

medullary cavity of bone with an abutment that protrudes through the skin for limb 

attachment. The skin-implant interface is maintained with a flange, which resides below 

the epithelium, and is designed with pores to enhance soft tissue sub-epithelial ingrowth. 

This goals of this design are to stabilises the soft tissue, reducing the relative movements 

and seals the skin ITAP interface  preventing bacterial infection. The current ITAP design 

includes a bi-dimensional flange that results in poor soft tissue attachment and, 

consequently, in the failure of the implant. 

 

My thesis aims to investigate firstly the effect of a new three dimensional porous flange 

on soft tissue attachment and ingrowth both in-vivo and in a clinical study with animal 

patients. Secondly, to improve epithelial and sub-epithelial attachment to the flange in-

vitro and ex-vivo by modifying the surface of the ITAP with TiO2 nanotubes which have 

been shown to enhance cell attachment and have the potential to prevent downgrowth 

and infection around ITAP. 

The key original contributions to knowledge from my thesis are that firstly porous flanges 

increase the soft tissue attachment and ingrowth, contributing to stabilize the implant (p-

value = 0.01 comparing 1000µm and 1250µm porosity with smooth titanium).. Moreover 

the size of nanotubes around 110nm, significantly increase the epithelial and sub-

epithelial tissue attachment compared to the currently used smooth titanium,  in- vivo, in 

vitro and ex-vivo, in order to create a stronger bound on the interface with the ITAP. 

 

In conclusion the combination of the porosity of the flange and the TiO2 nanotubes can 

significantly increase the soft tissue attachment and ingrowth to the flange in comparison 

with the commercially used bi-dimensional and smooth ITAPs.  
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IMPACT STATEMENT  

The findings of this thesis provide a better understanding on how the skin behaves 

adjacent to transcutaneous implant used for amputees. In this research, I demonstrated 

that both clinically and in vivo, an ITAP with a porous flange has a greater integration 

with the epithelium and dermal tissues compared with the ones that have  been used 

commercially. I have shown that soft tissues integrates better with a 3-D porous titanium 

made by selective laser sintering than it does with a current design. Coating the implant 

surface with titanium oxide nanotubes further significantly enhances cellular and soft 

tissue attachment compared with the non-coated surfaces. The in-vitro and ex-vivo 

findings, suggest that nanotubes of around 100nm of diameter are a better substrate for 

cell viability and attachment comparing to the common used smooth titanium.  

Together these findings can significantly have the potential to improve the ITAP success 

giving the patient a better quality of life, restoring the original function of the missing limb.  

The findings of my thesis may be used to inform further investigation in clinical studies 

to potentially prevent bacterial infections and the failure of the transdermal implants. 

Moreover these findings might have an impact on reducing the NHS costs in preventing 

bacterial infections and, consequently, patient hospitalization. 
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1.1 ITAP: An overview 

1.1.1 Amputations and incidence 

Amputation is a very drastic procedure where a part of the body, such an arm or a leg, 

is surgically removed (NHS, 2016). It can affect the upper body parts; arms or fingers, or 

the lower extremity, such as feet, legs or toes. In the US is has been estimated that 1.7 

million of people have suffered from major limb amputation in recent years with a total 

yearly cost of $3.4 million (Williams and Walter, 2015). 

There are several reasons that may cause amputation, the main two are diabetes and 

trauma. Diabetes is a chronic disease characterized by an imbalance of the glycaemic 

metabolism caused by complete or partial insufficiency of insulin secretion or action (Wu 

et al., 2014). There are two types of diabetes: type 1 and type 2. While type 1 diabetes 

is an autoimmune disease related to the poor production of insulin by the pancreatic β 

cells which does not enable the body to adsorb sugar into the bloodstream, type 2 

diabetes is a metabolic disorder characterized by high blood sugar, insulin resistance 

and relative lack of insulin production (National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and 

Kidney Diseases, 2016). The incidence of type 2 diabetes has reached pandemic levels 

in the last decades (Moxey et al., 2011) and diabetes is increasing, as reported by Wu 

et al. 2014. Worldwide, Type 2 diabetes plays a central role in lower limb amputation, 

and is directly connected with cardiovascular diseases (such as retinopathy, peripheral 

vascular disease, stroke, coronary artery disease and peripheral arterial occlusive 

disease) that result in a poor blood circulation. The direct consequence is the necrosis 

of the soft tissue, especially on the lower extremities, resulting in the “diabetic foot 

ulceration”. This is a multifactorial disorder that includes many aspects such as infection, 

repeated trauma and impaired wound healing, eventually leading to the necrosis of the 

soft tissue (Motawea et al., 2019). Once the necrosis is in an advance state, it is 

necessary to amputate the infected part, to avoid life- that can lead to the death of the 
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patient. Diabetes increases the risk of limb amputation  by 30% compared to patients 

without it (Moxey et al. 2011, Paneni 2008). 

1.1.2 Conventional stump and socket prosthesis 

Amputation is a traumatic life-changing event that leaves the patients disabled. The 

easiest way to improve the life of amputees, is to provide a prosthetic implant which is 

commonly externally fixed around the amputated part of the body, and acts as both a 

cosmetic replacement and as a functional device (e.g. devices that can grasp and hold 

objects) (Williams and Walter, 2015). The history of prosthetic limbs is very old (Figure 

1.1: An ancient Egyptian false toe found on a female mummy buried near Luxor.. There  

is evidence in history  indicating that artificial limbs and toes substitutes were used to 

replace the missing body parts  as in Egyptian times (Finch, 2011)  

Figure 1.1: An ancient Egyptian false toe found on a female mummy buried near Luxor. 

 

More recently, these external implants, called stump socket prosthesis (SSP), have been 

made in many shapes and materials such as resin, wood and new materials such as 

polymerized metals, which improve their functionality and comfort.  They have many 

advantages: they are cheap, ready to use, customable (especially with the new 3D 

printer technologies) and easy to wear.  

Moreover, during the last few decades, the request of patients to be involved in high 

intensity sports (e.g. Paralympic games), made this technology to grow, developing new 

generation of SSP which enables athletes carry out demanding physical activities. For 
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these specific cases, trans-tibial, trans-humeral and trans-femoral prosthesis were 

designed to respond to dynamic actions  by storing and releasing energy accordingly to 

the body’s movements, helping to passively propel the limb (S. William Levy 2002)  

(Figure 1.2). 

  

1.1.3 Problems related with stump socket prosthesis 

In the majority of cases, these implants results in less beneficial effects. 

Individuals with both limbs distribute the weight in a 50:50 ratio on the two legs 

(symmetric loading), and the energy consumption to maintain the balance is minimal and 

there is no compensation movement by ankle and foot. With amputation, the load is not 

more asymmetrical and the centre of gravity is moved laterally to the healthy limb 

(Rajt’úková et al., 2014) changing the whole body loading forces and gait symmetry. The 

interface between the stump’s skin and the prosthetic material can become an issue due 

to frictions and wear. Continued uneven mechanical friction can cause rubbing leading 

to thickened skin ulcers, and skin breakdown.  If the socket does not fit correctly it can 

also generate swelling and oedema. Contact dermatitis  can also occur with some irritant 

or allergenic substances such as silicon, rubber, varnishes or plastics used to finish the 

implant (S. William Levy 2002.,Bhandari & Jain 2017).  

A B 

Figure 1.2: pictures representing athletes on action during the Paralympics games. A) 
Oscar Pistorius with transtibial prosthesis, winner of gold medal in 400m in 2012   B) 
Bebe Vio, with trans-radial prosthesis, winner of gold medal in fencing in Rio Paralympic 

games in 2016. 
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Furthermore, phenomena like phantom limb pain, contractions, stump remodelling, 

weight and bearing pressures, affect amputees with SSP (Centre 2012, Pendegrass et 

al. 2008, S. William Levy n.d.2002).  Patients with short stumps find the attachment 

difficulty and cumbersome and have to use straps and harnesses fitted around the body 

to secure the implant.  

These events make the external prosthesis very painful to use and, in many cases, 

almost impossible to wear for long period of time, leaving the patients with disability and 

depression (NHS, 2016).  

1.1.4 Transcutaneous implants 

The solution to overcome skin discomfort and pain in amputees, was potentially found in 

transcutaneous osseointegrated prostheses.  These are implants that combine an 

osseointegrated element, which is implanted inside the remaining bone and, a 

transdermal segment, protruding thorough the stump skin. An externally fixed abutment, 

can substitute the lost limb (arm, hand, leg, foot). Over the last decade, with the new 

emerging technology, it is possible to combine  prosthetics with biosensors which can be 

connected to the muscles via epimysial electrodes on the skin in order to give mobility to 

fingers (in case of a trans humeral prosthesis) or feet (Kyberd and Poulton, 2017). 

These implants are the new generation of limb replacements designed to restore the 

original limb functions (Isackson et al. 2011, Pendegrass et al. 2008). In fact the 

mechanical forces of load and gait are directly transferred on the bone-implant system, 

which imitates the original skeletal function.   Contrary to the stump socket prosthesis, 

the percutaneous implant gives more stability to the body, eliminating the role of the soft 

tissue (Pendegrass et al., 2008). 

Percutaneous implants have been studied for many years and for different applications.  

. The earliest and most common were dental and auricular transdermal implants which 

have been successfully studied and are good examples of osseointegration and skin 

attachment.  
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Worldwide, there are several research groups who in percutaneous implants, each one 

with a different design. Currently the most studied are: 

 OPRA: Osseointegrated Prosthesis for the Rehabilitation of Amputees (Figure 

1.3) , which were initially developed by Branemark in 1994  in Sweden as an 

intraosseous threaded implant made of titanium alloy (Ti6Al4V), which is inserted 

in the medullary cavity of the amputated bone, with an abutment that breach the 

skin and can be screwed to the intraosseous part to reduce infection (Eriksson 

and Brånemark, 1994)(Li and Brånemark, 2017). The surgery is carried in two 

stages: the first part consist of the insertion of the metal implant inside the bone 

(left unloaded to allow the osseointegration until recovered), and the second 

stage, where the screwed abutment is inserted to the fixture passing through the 

skin. These implants have been used since the early ’90s for trans humeral, 

transfemoral and finger  and thumb  prosthesis (Hagberg and Brnemark, 2009). 

 

 ILP: Integral Leg Prosthesis (Figure 1.4) was developed in Germany and used 

for the first time in 1999 for transfemoral amputees. The original implant was 

designed as a long cobalt-chrome molybdenum pylon coated with a trabecular 

pattern for osseointegration enhancement, an extramedullary metal bracket to 

secure the implant to the bone and the abutment. The design was then changed 

failures due to the metal bracket interference with the healing of the skin and the 

Figure 1.3: schematic example of an OPRA. 
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trabecular pattern coating which was reported to facilitate the bone fracture (Van 

De Meent, Hopman and Frölke, 2013)(Juhnke et al., 2015). 

 

 

 OPL: Osseointegrated Prosthetic Limb (Figure 1.4): introduced in Australia in 

2013 based on the design of the ILP and then adopted in the Netherlands (Al 

Muderis, Lu and Li, 2017). The difference with the ILP resides in the material of 

the intraosseous part which in this case is titanium alloy (Ti6Al4Va) plasma 

sprayed before the surgery, plus the osseointegrated part has a proximal spline 

which facilitate the initial stability and a distal flare to provide initial axial stability. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.4: example of the evolution of an ILP implant: a), 
b) initial design with a metal bracket to secure the bone 
fixation and c) the later design without the metal bracket. 
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Figure 1.5example of and OLP design (right) and inserted in a patient (left). 

 

 ITAP: Intraosseous Transcutaneous Amputation Prosthesis (Figure 1.4), was 

developed in the early 2000 by Prof. Blunn and his team (Fitzpatrick et al., 2011). 

ITAP is an innovative percutaneous implant consisting of a medullary implanted 

screw thread (Pendegrass 2005), plus a flange for the soft tissue interaction and 

attachment. During the years the ITAP design was modified, in order to give 

more stability and integration to the skin which plays an important role in 

supporting the implant preventing bacterial infections and implant failure. This 

implant has been tested in both humans and animals. 

Figure 1.6: example of an ITAP. A) Transversal section B) section showing the porosity 
and structure of the flange. 
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1.1.5 Requirements for a successful transdermal implant 

A transdermal implant is a foreign device which is permanently implanted inside the 

body. As the patient has to walk or move and use their arm, it is crucial that the implant 

is very well anchored to the body: the bone has to be integrated and the skin firmly sealed 

around the abutment. Beside the design of the percutaneous implants, two main 

characteristics have to be prioritized: the osseointegration and the soft tissue attachment 

to the metal.  

Osseointegration have been initially defined by Branemark as: “A direct connection 

between living bone and a load-carrying endosseous implant at the light microscopic 

level.”(Branemark 2005). This concept has been widely studied and it was a great 

importance for bone related implants. After many in-vivo and in-vitro experiments to 

study the interactions between implants and bone, this definition of osseointegration has 

changed. In fact, an implant is considered osseointegrated when “there is no relative 

movement between the implant and the bone with which it has direct 

contact”(Mavrogenis et al., no date). In other words, the concept of osseointegration 

refers to the anchorage or inclusion of a metal part to the bone. 

Bone healing is a complex and multifactorial cascade of events that take place at the 

interface with the implant and involves many cellular and extracellular processes. The 

main cells involved are osteoclasts, osteoblasts and osteocytes, plus a series of other 

external factors such as mineralized extracellular matrix containing organic (e.g. 

collagen) and non-organic  constituents (hydroxyapatite, tricalciumphosphate), and grow 

factors (IL-1, IL-6, TNF-a, PDGF) (Fini et al., 2004). The first response of the body to the 

prosthesis inserted inside the bone, is the activation of platelets which react to the foreign 

body and undergo morphological and biochemical transformation including adhesion, 

spreading, aggregation and an increase of the intracellular calcium and hydrolysis of 

phospholipids (Mavrogenis et al., no date). These events lead to the formation of a fibrin 

matrix, generated by the platelets, which serves as a scaffold for the osteoinductivity 
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(induction of osteogenesis from pluripotent cells (Albrektsson and Johansson, 2001), 

osteoconductivity (the property of a material to allow bone to grow on it (Albrektsson and 

Johansson, 2001), proliferation and differentiation of leucocytes and mesenchymal stem 

cells.  A few days after the surgery, and up to 2 weeks, other events such as 

angiogenesis and differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells into osteoblast take place, 

generating a calcified collagen fibrils and early mineralization, forming an immature bone 

deposited onto the implant surface, with low mechanical properties due to the 

randomized orientation of the collagen fibres, comparing with the mature bone. Within 2 

weeks, the bone starts to form the typical trabecular structure of the mature bone, 

providing a primary early bone fixation and integration with the metal implant. 

Successively, bone remodelling takes place with osteoclasts which resorb the early 

bone, replacing it with lamellar bone which is more mineralized, and depositing new 

lamellar bone to the implant sealing the gap generated by the surgery. This second step 

of osseointegration, gives the final stability and mechanical properties to the new bone 

formed (Lee and Bance, 2019). 

As well as the osseous attachment, skin integration with the implant is another important 

factor for the success of a percutaneous implant. The breaching of the implant through 

the skin is a critical point: the skin has to attach and seal to the metal to give stability and 

to avoid infection (Shelton et al. 2011,Pendegrass et al. 2015). Two main factors interact 

with the wound healing and the skin response to the percutaneous implants. The first 

depends on many patient’s factors such as the immune response, oxygenation, stresses, 

age, wellbeing, obesity and diabetes (Guo and Dipietro, 2010). These factors can interact 

with the physiological biological processes involved in wound repair, preventing the skin 

from healing correctly. The second event is infection, which is a very common issues 

with the orthopaedic surgeries as it is almost impossible to work in complete aseptic 

conditions. It has been estimated that during a surgical procedure of 1 hour, the amount 

of particles and bacteria that fall inside the opened wound are around 270/cm2 (Busscher 

et al., 2012).. Moreover, another phenomenon called the “race for the surface” takes 
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place during the first few days post-operation. This is described as a “competition” 

between the soft tissue healing and bacteria colonization for the estate of the implant’s 

surface. It is necessary that the host’s cells seal the wound and attach to the prosthesis 

as soon as possible before the bacteria. In this case the rates of the implant’s success 

would be higher. On the contrary, if the bacteria colonize the critical areas before the 

host’s cells, a biomaterial’s related infection is possible (Busscher et al. 2012, 

Chimutengwende-Gordon et al. 2017). 

Without bone and skin integration, any percutaneous implant cannot survive inside the 

body, in fact, aseptic loosening, pocket formation, epithelial downgrowth and bacterial 

infections can lead to the ultimate failure of the implant (Pendegrass, Goodship and 

Blunn, 2006). 

1.1.6 Intraosseous Transcutaneous Amputation prosthesis (ITAP) 

Intraosseous transcutaneous amputation prosthesis is a new kind of implant, which not 

only enhances the osseointegration, but also soft tissue sealing. Starting from the 1960s, 

percutaneous implants have been studied in dental and auricular implantology by the 

pioneer Per-Ingvar Branemark.   For replacing teeth the insertion of the implant was 

developed as a two stage procedure where the first stage was to insert an implant into 

the bone and then cover this over with the mucosa allowing it to osteointegrate before 

exposing the implant and attaching an abutment that projected through the mucosa.  

Using the OPRA implant, this technique and  then transferred to the orthopaedic field for 

amputees (Pendegrass et al. 2006). Despite subsequent attempts, these implant 

reported an high level of failure due to infection, implant loosening and fixture 

failure.(Brånemark et al., 2001).  

Although many percutaneous implants have been designed using a single pylon for the 

osseointegration taking the tooth as a model for a natural transdermal implant (like the 

OPRA or the ILP systems), ITAP differs from these implant for a number of reasons. The 

tooth is a natural transdermal implant and differs from the extra-oral implants.  The cell’s 
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structure and the environment that compose the gums mucosa referred to as the gingiva 

differ, both morphologically and mechanically. In fact the gingiva has a specific regions 

that are adapted and accommodates the tooth interface, called junctional epithelium 

(JE), which is rich in specialized cell-substrate junctions called hemidesmosomes that 

attaches the tooth to the gingiva, preventing oral infection. The JE is a non-keratinized 

epithelium and has a wide intracellular space to facilitate polymorphonuclear cells and 

lymphocytes to quickly activate against dental plaque (Nakamura, 2018). This tissue 

significantly differs from the skin, which has different properties and it is not specialized 

for transdermal bodies protruding from it.  

For these reasons ITAP have been developed following another natural analogue of 

transdermal implant: deer antlers (Figure 1.7). Antlers are “bony cranial appendages”, 

characteristics of all the deer-species. They are present on the males and their function  

 

is mainly for display, territorial marking and fighting during the mating season. During this 

period the antlers are “hard” because they are mature and ready to be used or lost. In 

fact, antlers can be shed after the mating season but regrowth during the next months. 

They originate from the frontal part of the animal’s skull, from a zone called pedicle. 

During the first stages of the growing  the tips of the antler  are populated by highly 

Figure 1.7: example of a deer antler divided in the 
parts: the pedicle, found in the skull, the proximal 
antler, that regrowth form the pedicle after the mating 
season, and the distal antler, which is the final part 
of the structure. 
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proliferating mesenchymal stem cells and antler is covered by a layer of skin called the 

velvet  Successively the mesenchymal progenitors differentiate in chondroblasts within 

a trabecular structure made of cartilage and blood vessels. This continues in layers, 

forming the antler until the cartilage matrix subsequently became mature, and 

mineralized. Consequently, the cartilage is substituted by woven bone which is laid down 

on the scaffold generated by the cartilage. The trabecular void are then filled with 

osteons, giving the antler a harder consistency and maturity(Kierdorf, Kierdorf and 

Boyde, 2000).  When mature the velvet and the blood supply is lost, the cells in the antler 

die leaving a piece of dead dense bone attached to the skull.  

Deer antlers are a good model for studying transdermal implants, in fact the bone 

pedicle, which is a transdermal living structure, continues undergoing to remodelling 

giving the antler support both to the surrounding skin and bone . During the growing 

phase of the antler, the percutaneous structure is covered with dermal tissue that 

protects it from bacterial infections, down-growth of the skin and keeps the bone tightly 

anchored  (Pendegrass et al., 2006). The porosity of the pedicle is the crucial point that 

allows soft and hard tissues to support the transcutaneous structure of the antler. The 

attachment of the dermis is mediated by the periosteum from which highly specialized  

collagen fibres called Sharpey’s fibres are in intimate contact with the bone, creating a 

tight seal between the bone surface and the surrounding soft tissue (Pendegrass, 

Goodship and Blunn, 2006).  This restricts the movement of the soft tissue near the 

protruding bone and is the crucial point around which ITAP have been developed. 
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1.1.7 ITAP design 

ITAP have been developed in the early 2000s, and, based on the natural analogues of 

transdermal implants like deer’s antler, it differed from other percutaneous implants 

designs because of the presence of the flange which addresses dermal integration.   All 

other   osseointegrated implants allow the soft tissues to reattach to the bone surface 

and in theory this exposes the bone implant interface to the outside environment. 

 The rational for using ITAP clinically was developed using preclinical studies where ITAP 

was designed with a pylon, a single screwed pin inserted transversely through the tibial 

bone in an ovine model. Part of the ITAP protruding through the skin. The innovative 

element of this implant is the flange. This part was designed as a flat round-shape disc 

with pores, imitating the porosity of the antler’s pedicle and in the ovine model this was 

sited adjacent to the bone but below the skin surface. The function of the flange is to 

allow soft tissue and skin integration and attachment to better stabilize the whole implant 

Figure 1.8: example of the porous structure of the pedicle: A) 
picture of the porous antlers, B) histology of a transversal section 
of the pedicle bone, C) and D) SEM pictures highlighting the 
porosity and shape of the pedicle bone (Kierdorf and Boyde, 2000)  
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and to avoid infections. The material used is titanium of titanium alloy (Ti6Al4Va) for its 

important properties of osseointegration and interaction with soft tissue Figure 1.9.   

 

The initial design of the ITAP was with a plain flange (figure 1.9) with drilled holes in a 

range between 0.7 and 2,4mm. The surface of the flange was initially plasma sprayed to 

give more stability and ingrowth of the soft tissue. An in-vivo study conducted by 

Pendegrass et al. (2006)  in the ovine model, showed the good level of soft tissue 

attachment to the plasma coated flange, where the downgrowth of the skin was 

significantly less than on controls (with no flange and no plasma spray). In fact the flange 

provided a larger surface area for the tissue to attach, reducing the relative movements 

delaying epithelial downgrowth (Pendegrass, Goodship and Blunn, 2006). 

During the years and after several in-vitro studies using the major cell skin components 

such as keratinocytes and fibroblasts, to investigate the improvement of the soft tissue 

attachment, the design of the ITAP slowly evolved (Pendegrass et al. 2008,Gordon et al. 

2010). In fact, although the plain flange was performing better than a percutaneous 

implant without it, still the soft tissue was not completely attached to the metal, probably 

due to the poor surface area for the tissue to attach, and for the mechanical rubbing 

against the sharp profile at the edges on the in-vivo studies. In 2010, in collaboration with 

a veterinary clinic: Fitzpatrick ltd, a modified design of the ITAP was generated, 

combining the computer tomography (CT) scan to generate a CT-based custom made 

Figure 1.9: example of an ITA. A) Transversal 
section showing the flat flange: B) top section 

that shows the porosity. 
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model of the implant. The flanges design was initially “umbrella” shaped and coated with 

hydroxyapatite (HA) (Fitzpatrick et al., 2011).  

This design has more pores to augment the contact surface with skin and a less sharp 

edges to avoid rubbing while on complete bearing. This design was successfully reported 

as improving the ITAP life in pets, but still the tissue downgrowth occurred. 

With the advent of the 3D printer technology, the most recent design of ITAP involved a 

3D-Addiitve Layer Manufacturing (ALM) flange (Figure 1.10). In this case the flange was 

3D printed with pores measuring between 300μm and 700μm, augmenting the contact 

area with soft tissue, augmenting the pore size and shape (Chimutengwende-Gordon, 

Pendegrass and Blunn, 2017). 

Further new designs of ITAP will be discussed on this the 

 

 

 

1.1.8 Clinical studies on ITAP 

Although the ITAP have been implanted successfully into few human volunteers, there 

is only one human case reported in literature. This is the case of a female patient who 

underwent a trans humeral amputation of her left arm after the London terror attack in 

2005 (Figure 1.11). Following recovery and her inability to use a stump socket device 

Figure 1.10: most recent design of the ITAP with 
a 3D-ALM printed flange (Chimutengwende-
Gordon, Pendegrass and Blunn, 2017). 
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due to   poor fitting and the use of straps to secure the socket she received an ITAP three 

years after receiving the amputation.   The surgery took around two hours and she was 

discharged after 2 days. The rehabilitation was started immediately after the operation 

to maintain the muscles tone and preserve the bone. After two years, the follow up shown 

a good level of osseointegration and no signs of infection or soft tissue downgrowth 

(Kang et al., 2010) and to date the implant remains in place  without any complications.  

 

 

ITAP has been reported successful in another patients who appeared in a BBC show, 

who had a transfemoral ITAP implanted. Despite the fact that there is no publication of 

this case, the patient reported enthusiastically the good functioning of the implant, 

without infections, pain or failures (Kang et al., 2010) 

Another clinical study was published in 2011 by Fitzpartick and Blunn, regarding the ITAP 

implanted in four dogs. This was the first clinical trial on animal patients. Stump and 

socket prosthesis used in amputated quadrupeds animals, such as cats and dogs, are 

very painful and unbearable as they cannot be properly be firmly fixed  to the body, 

creating pain, uncomfortable walking and generating skin rubbing and infections. The 

ITAP were implanted in four dogs who underwent amputation due to distal limb sarcoma. 

Using the CT analyses, the ITAP were custom made for all the animals, following their 

Figure 1.11: Picture of the patient with the trans humeral implant on, the x-ray and 
a close up of the skin interface after 2 years. The tissue surrounding the pin looks 
dry, without any sign of infections of swelling. No exudate was found (Kang et al., 
2010).  
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different characteristics and shape. The flange was coated with HA to improve the bone 

and soft tissue attachment (Figure 1.12). 

After rehabilitation and in histological analyses from one case where the dog died of 

secondary cancer, in all cases the ITAP were clinically successful with satisfactory levels 

of skin seal around the flange and a well osseointegrated stem. As shown in Figure 1.12, 

the flange was reported to be integrated within the soft tissue, forming a well aligned 

collagen fibre structure (Fitzpatrick et al., 2011) 

        

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.12: left: the four dogs with ITAP, right) the histological sections 
of the ITAP implanted din a dog with a good level of osseointegration and 
soft tissue attachment (Fitzpatrick et al., 2011). 
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1.1.9 Problems related with ITAP 

Although the ITAP has shown better performances in-vitro, in vivo and clinically, 

comparing to implants without the flange, there are still some issues associated with 

developing a robust skin seal. Percutaneous implants can fail in different ways that can 

lead to a series of severe complications, and in extreme cases also in death. The most 

common mechanisms for the transcutaneous prosthesis to fail are related with the soft 

tissue interaction: marsupialization, mechanical avulsion, skin downgrowth and 

consequently, bacterial infection (Abdallah et al. 2017, Shelton et al. 2011, Catherine J. 

Pendegrass et al. 2006). Marsupialization is the phenomenon in which the skin slowly 

migrates along the implant’s surface creating a pocket or a gap between the skin and 

the implant. Mechanical avulsion is the failure of the implant due to an incorrect 

application of the mechanical forces that can extrude the device form the body (Abdallah 

et al., 2017), skin downgrowth is the regression of the skin on the implant surface. 

Bacterial infections usually occur during the early stages after the surgery (following the 

theory of the “race for the surface”) due to technical reasons: improper surgical 

techniques, an existing infection at the surgical site, introduction of pathogens during the 

surgery, or improper disinfection of tools and surfaces on the theatre. Early bacterial 

colonization of percutaneous device is considered very difficult to avoid for the structural 

design of the implant: in fact the percutaneous pin is the direct way for pathogens to 

infiltrate the body (Pendegrass et al., 2006). The poor integration and the lack of a tight 

seal  with the pylon, let the bacteria to colonise the peri-implant area, leading not only to 

the skin downgrowth, necrosis, and biofilm formation, but also to severe secondary 

complications such as osteomyelitis and sepsis (Abdallah et al. 2017,Shelton et al. 

2011,Tsikandylakis et al. 2014). The most common bacteria seen at this scene are 

members of the normal skin flora, particularly Staphylococcus aureus and other member 

of the staphylococci family. 
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Bacterial infections related to percutaneous implants increase the risk of mortality in 

individuals and the health care costs. It has been estimated in the US that the number of 

patients suffering from orthopaedic related infections are around 38%, with a cost per 

patient of around $ 20.000 (Campoccia, Montanaro and Arciola, 2006).  

1.2 Consideration on wound healing and skin attachment 

1.2.1 Skin structure 

The skin is one of the largest organs in the body. It has many functions, including the 

protection from external injuries and pathogens, the containment of the organs, the 

control of the temperature, the regulation of the D vitamin metabolism and the sensorial 

function (川上理子, 檜垣祐子 and 肥田野信, 1989). If the skin layer is compromised a 

number of negative events can take part such as water loss, alteration of the composition 

of the main proteins and lipids and infections (Rosso et al., 2016). 

The skin can be divided into three main functional areas (Figure 1.13): 

 Epidermis: the most external protective layer  

 Dermis: the major support layer  

 Subcutaneous tissue/ basal layer: containing hair follicles, sebaceous glands, 

sweat glands. 

The epidermis can be subdivided in four layers: cornified layers (non-nucleated barrier 

layer), granular layer (the zone where the epidermal nuclei disintegrate), germinative 

layer and basal layer (where keratinocytes divide). 
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The epidermis is mainly populated by keratinocytes which is the main cell type, but also 

by melanocytes (the pigment producing cells), Langerhans cells (specialised in immune 

response) and Merkel cells (found in the basal layer, tactile neurons). 

Keratinocytes, found on the epidermis, produce keratin which is a structural protein which 

makes this outermost layer of the skin almost waterproof, and along with collagen and elastin, 

gives skin its strength. Keratinocytes are characterised by their very tight attachment to 

each other by desmosomes and onto the basal lamina by highly specialised cytoplasmic 

process called hemidesmosomes.  Desmosomes are composed filament complexes, 

which are a network of cadherin proteins, linker proteins and keratin intermediate 

filaments. They are multiprotein complexes that bind adjacent keratinocytes to one 

another and are essential to maintain skin integrity and homeostasis.  Hemidesmosomes 

appear to be similar to desmosomes but attach cells to the extracellular matrix. The 

modulation of hemidesmosomes is of a crucial importance for a  number of biological 

processes such as differentiation of keratinocytes, migration during wound healing and 

carcinoma invasion (Walko, Castañón and Wiche, 2015). If hemidesmosomes are 

compromised, such as in the autoimmune disease pemphigoid bullous, the epidermis is 

detached by the dermis forming blisters (Béné et al., 2016). 

Melanocytes are designated cells for the production of melanin (the pigment that gives 

the skin its colour). They have a specific dendritic-shape which is connected between 

few keratinocytes, forming an epidermal melanin unit. 

Figure 1.13: skin structure: epidermis is the 
outmost layer, followed by dermis and subcutis. 

(Cancer.ca.org) 
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Langerhans cells have the role of immunity surveillance for viral and tumour antigens, in 

fact they take up exogenous antigen, process it and present it to T lymphocytes (Weller, 

Hunter and Mann, no date). 

Merkel cells act as transducers for fine touch. They are localised and concentrated near 

the hair follicles. They are connected via hemidesmosomes to keratinocytes.  

The dermis lies between the epidermis and the subcutaneous layer or fat, it supports the 

epidermis structurally and nutritionally. The dermis interdigitates within the epidermis to 

better increase the area of contact. The cells that populate the dermis are mainly 

fibroblasts, which synthetize collagen, reticulum and fibronectin, all crucial components 

that give the dermis and skin elastic strength and mechanical tensile forces, preventing 

tearing of skin in stress situations. The lower basement of the dermis is composed by 

glycosaminoglycans, which are important molecules for binding water, allowing nutrients 

and waste to pass through the dermis and for lubricating the collagen and elastic fibres  

that adsorb shocks (Weller, Hunter and Mann, 2010). Other important components of the 

skin are blood vessels, which are crucial for the oxygenation process of the skin, the 

nutrients diffusion and thermoregulation of the whole system.  

1.2.2 Focal adhesions and vinculin 

Within the skin, cells like fibroblasts and keratinocytes are directly connected to the extra-

cellular matrix (ECM). This is a substance found outside the cells, made of different 

components such as collagen, matrix proteins and proteoglycans which constantly 

undergo on remodelling.  The ECM has important roles in  signalling for cell growth, 

attachment and differentiation (Liu et al., 2019). Fibroblasts interact with ECM via big 

protein complexes called focal adhesions (FA) sensing the chemical and mechanical 

properties of their environment (Humphries et al., 2007). FA are macromolecular 

assembles composed by different proteins: integrins, actin, talin, vinculin. Integrins are 

transmembrane proteins that bind extracellular matrix proteins and act as adhesion 
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receptors. They are connected to the actin cytoskeleton via a protein complex made of 

talin and vinculin (Figure 1.14).  

Vinculin has a fundamental role in the focal adhesion maturation and activation. It is a 

116kda actin-binding protein that resides on the internal membrane-cytoplasmic space 

junction. It is structured as a globular head, linked to the talin domain via a proline rich 

tail. Vinculin has three main domains of interaction with its binding partners. The most 

studied one is for binding talin, which is coupling the β-integrin subunit of the actin 

cytoskeleton and is crucial for integrin activation and FA assembly  (Jahed et al., 2014).  

Vinculin can be found into two different conformations: open and closed. When 

inactivated, the vinculin has a closed conformation with a α-helix packed against the 

binding site. The open conformation happens when firstly the vinculin is activated in a 

way that the tail moves from the binding site, unmasking the actin binding domain. In a 

second stage of activation, actin and talin act synergistically to open the vinculin’s 

conformation. Once vinculin’s head and tail are dissociated, it can activates the formation 

of FA. Even though the vinculin activation is still not clear, it has been hypothesised that 

phosphorylation and PIP2 might be involved in this process (Jahed et al. 2014, Ziegler 

et al. 2006,Carisey et al. 2013, Bays & DeMali 2017).  
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Vinculin regulates the formation of small dot-like adhesion complexes at the cells 

periphery, that then change into larger streak-like conformation once they are mature. 

The main vinculin duty is seen in the force-induced signals, increasing the tensile forces 

within the cells, important especially for their adhesion (Carisey et al., 2013). 

 

1.2.3 Keratinocytes and Collagen XVII 

Keratinocytes are the main component of the epidermis. They form the outmost 

protective layer in the skin, against environmental agents such as pathogens, trauma 

and UV radiations, forming a keratinized layer. The epidermis lays on a basal lamina, a 

thin layer of extracellular matrix that is located between epidermis and dermis, and 

Figure 1.14: Focal Adhesion proteins and vinculin function: A),B),C) 
show the vinculin in close conformation (inactive) and open 
conformation (activated) once the signal from integrines receptors is 
transmitted. D) Schematic representation of the force induced 
vinculin activation. Once integrines are activated, talin and vinculin 
change conformation in the activated mode, interacting with the 
actin filaments of the cytoskeleton (Peng et al., 2011). 
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serves as a support and signal activation for these two layers (Pendegrass, Goodship 

and Blunn, 2006). 

Keratinocytes have two main clusters of proteins: focal contacts and hemidesmosomes. 

The focal contacts like integrins, paxilin, and talin are proteins that are specifically used 

for cell migration and attachment (especially in wound healing) and, like the fibroblasts, 

give the keratinocytes the tension force and strength, connecting the cytoskeleton to the 

transmembrane proteins. Hemidesmosomes, on the other side, are specific clusters of 

proteins that serves to firmly anchor the epidermis to the basal lamina (Spiekstra et al., 

2007). The surface interaction with the cytoskeleton is mediated by hemidesmosomes 

which are composed by integrin α6β4 in direct contact with collagen XVII and plectin 

(Figure 1.15).  

 

 Hemidesmosomes are divided into two parts by the cell membrane: the inner part is 

connected to plectin and BP230, while the outer part, composed by the collagen XVII 

and integrin α6β4, is in intimate contact with the basal lamina, tightly anchoring the cell 

(Natsuga et al., 2018). Studies on the autoimmune disease bullous pemphigoid, 

confirmed the important role of collagen XVII on the firm attachment of dermis and 

Figure 1.15: structure of the hemidesmosomes in keratinocytes: 
integrines are in intimate contact with collagen XVII and plectin to form 
the whole complex that connects the keratin cytoskeleton with the outer 
membranes basal lamina. (Pereda Lab - Structural Moleculr Biology, 
2010)  
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epidermis, as the immune system, targeting collagen XVII (BP180) and BP230, lead to 

the detachment of the two skin layers forming blisters (Zhao and Murrell, 2015). 

1.2.4 Wound healing 

Skin wound healing is a very complex process that involves many cells and specific 

factors and can be divided into three main phases: inflammatory phase, proliferative 

phase and remodelling phase (Figure 1.16). 

During the inflammatory phase, cells are exposed to damage associated molecular 

patterns (DAMPs) and the haemostatic processes are activated immediately after the 

injury. The constriction of the injured blood vessels occur and the platelets are activated 

to form the fibrin clot that initially stops the haemorrhage. The blood vessels then became 

more permeable in order to let the lymphocytes, especially neutrophils, permeate the 

area of the injury. Here they secrete a high number of pro inflammatory cytokines, 

activating the regulatory T cells which trigger the inflammatory macrophages. These are 

firstly present as M1 macrophages, with the specific function of phagocytic and 

inflammatory activity. Successively, the M1 macrophages transform into M2 

macrophages, involved in the synthesis of anti-inflammatory factors and extracellular 

matrix. This step is critical for the fibroblast proliferation and the angiogenic process. 

These steps take place within 24-48 hours from the injury (Sorg et al. 2017, Porth & Porth 

2011). 

The proliferative phase starts after 2 or 3 days after the injury is characterized by thigh 

cycles of proliferation of fibroblasts, which secrete collagen and growth factors that 

induce endothelial cell proliferation and vascularization. At this stage, fibroblasts and 

keratinocytes migrate (it has been reported that on human skin they migrate from the 

pilosebaceum units or glands (Rittié, 2016) to the site of the injury and start proliferating, 

forming the granulation tissue that serves as base for the formation of the scar tissue. 

The final stage of the proliferative phase is characterized by a continuum accumulation 

of the collagen and proliferation of fibroblasts to regenerate the tissue. After 10-15 day 
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the inflammation has gone, the oedema has diminished and the tissue  starts changing 

colour into white as the small blood vessels become thrombosed and degenerate (Porth 

& Porth 2011, Rittié 2016,Sorg et al. 2017). 

The last phase of wound healing is called “remodelling phase”. It begins around 3 weeks 

after the injury and can continue up to 6 months depending on the size of the wound. 

The main two events that take part in this process are the synthesis of collagen by 

fibroblasts and the collagen lysis by specific collagenase enzymes that allow the tissue 

to remodel. The new formed scar tissue doesn’t have the same elastic and mechanical 

properties as the original one, but  it allows a total protection from external mechanical, 

biological and chemical factors (Porth and Porth, 2011). 

                

Figure 1.16: the three main steps of wound healing after injury: homeostasis & 
inflammation, proliferation and remodelling of the tissue (Porth and Porth, 2011). 
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1.3 TiO2 Nanotubes as potential strategies for soft tissue 

ingrowth and attachment 

TiO2 nanotubes are nano-structures with a tubular shape, generated form the protecting 

oxide layer that naturally forms on titanium and perpendicularly aligned to the substrate. 

They were discovered in the early 1990s, and since then, they have been widely used 

due to their versatile properties. Initially they were used as semiconductors, in photo 

catalysis and solar panels because of their quantum properties of conductivity. Later, 

they have been investigated in biomaterials used for medical applications such as heart 

stents, oral and orthopaedic implants. Lately they have been used also in limb prosthetics 

to improve the bone and skin adhesion (Panaitescu, 2009). 

Titanium is a versatile material used in the biomedical applications for its properties of 

compatibility in relation to body fluids and cell interaction. The main characteristics of this 

metal are its mechanical properties of strength, malleability, light weight and poor 

oxidation in contact with water based substances. A thin oxide layer naturally forms at 

the interface once in contact with air, protecting the bulk material from further oxidation 

and corrosion. 

1.3.1 Generation of TiO2 nanotubes 

One of the advantages of TiO2 nanotubes is that they can be generated using the easy 

and cheap method of the electrochemical anodization. The anodization is an 

electrochemical process used to make the oxide layer of a metal thicker  by applying an 

electric current within an electrolytic cell (a cell that drives non spontaneous oxide-

reduction reactions using electricity), where  there is an  anode (titanium or titanium alloy) 

and a  the cathode  made from a  more inert  conducting material (e.g. platinum). This 

system is immersed in a solution called an electrolyte that serves as a conductor for the 

electrons. The main electrolytes used are organic fluoride-containing and water based 

(ethylene glycol is the most used) (Kulkarni et al., 2014, Roy, Berger and Schmuki, 

2011). Once a constant voltage is applied, the formation of a thicker oxide layer occurs 
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to insulate the metal from the electrolyte and to prevent further oxidation (Figure 1.17, 

Figure 1.18). Once the voltage is applied, different reactions occur at the anode:  

1) The dissolution and formation of the metal ions, resulting in the formation of the 

TiO2 layer:                         Ti4+ + 2H2O  TiO2 +4H+         (1) 

2) The applied voltage impacts on the oxide layer lead to the formation of small 

cracks on the surface, promoting the dissolution of the TiO2 layer and the 

formation of the soluble fluorine compound [TiF6]2- following the reaction:  

TiO2 +6F- +4H+  [TiF6]2- + H2O  (2)  

3) Expansion of the small cracks that lead to pore formation 

4) The continuous fluoride ion attack to the oxide layers inside the pores results in 

deep pores and parallel tube growth (Kulkarni et al., 2014, Khudhair et al., 

2016). 

Figure 1.18 show the schematic process of the nanotube formation inside the 

electrolytic cell: it is clear how the oxide layer at the interface with the electrolyte 

solution is modified by the fluoride ions under the voltage application, until the 

tubular structures are formed.  

Depending on the voltage applied and on the water concentration, nanotubes can 

be generated with different shape, lengths and diameters (Park et al., 2007). 

 

Figure 1.17: schematic oxide-reduction reaction of the oxide layer attacked by the fluoride. 
The titanium ions are dissolved in the electrolyte (Jalali et al., 2015). 
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Figure 1.18: Schematic representation of nanotubes formation in five steps. a) bulk 
titanium with the oxide layers, b)after the voltage is applied the oxide layer is dissolved by 
the fluoride ions of the electrolyte, c) the fluoride continues  to dissolve the oxide layer 
forming deeper pores, d) the pores become deeper and the deposition of titanium on the 
edge of pores leads to the formation of the nanotubes structures, e) the nanotubes are 
formed in the oxide layer that still protects the bulk metal as a barrier layer, but with more 
deep and empty pores (Jalali et al., 2015). 

 

1.3.2 TiO2 nanotubes interactions with cells 

TiO2 nanotubes have been widely investigated in several studies on transcutaneous 

implants such as orthopaedic and oral prosthesis. Their physical and chemical 

characteristics make them suitable for cell biocompatibility, in fact their mechanical 

strength, non-toxicity and corrosion resistance are crucial features to succeed within the 

body. The oxide layer that is naturally formed on the surface of titanium protects it from 

corrosion, after immersion  in body fluids (Park et al., 2007).  

There are many theories behind the cell attachment to nanotubes. The first of these was 

hypothesised by Schmuki et al., and considered the diameter of nanotubes in relation to 

the cell behaviour. After seeded with mesenchymal stem cells on nanotubes with a 

diameter smaller than 30nm (MSC), cell viability and adhesion markers were significantly 

higher when compared with MSC seeded on 110nm nanotubes (Figure 1.19). The 

rationale behind this theory is that smaller diameter  is similar to the dimension of the 

focal adhesions complexes that fit exactly inside the nanotubes, giving strong anchorage 

to the cell whereas nanotubes with a dimeter of around 100nm are too wide for the cells 

to attach (Park et al., 2007). This theory  is controversial as  many studies that took place 
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after this publication  have shown that different cell lines (such as osteoblasts and 

keratinocytes) interacts, survive and adhere strongly on wider nanotubes ( up to110nm) 

(Shevtsov et al., 2015, Brammer et al., 2009, Bauer et al., 2008, Brammer, Frandsen 

and Jin, 2012). 

  

Figure 1.19: Hypothesis on cell attachment on different sixe of nanotubes and comparison 
of focal adhesions on nanotubes measuring 100nm and 15nm in diameters. On the left, 
110nm nanotubes cells cannot express the focal adhesions complexes because the 
diameter of nanotubes is too wide, consequently apoptosis takes place. On the right, 
nanotubes measuring 15nm in diameters, are showed as a  well-functioning substrate for 
cells, as the focal adhesion are the same size (around 10nm), hence they can fit perfectly 
on the pores, anchoring strongly the cells (Park et al., 2007).  

 

 Even though the mechanism involving the titanium oxide layer interaction with cell 

attachment is still not clear, other hypothesis have been considered: the oxide released 

at the interface  of the cell with the titanium , regulating  viability, cell differentiation and 

attachment on the surface (Santiago-Medina, Sundaram and Diffoot-Carlo, 2015). In 

fact, physical interactions like the Van der Waals forces and hydrogen bonds can lead to 

strong interactions  of proteins with the nanotubes oxide layer (Zhang et al., 2018) which  

may enhance cell interaction .  

Similarly an “electrostatic interaction theory” has been hypothesised. This was initially 

proposed after observing the strong bond between osteoblasts and titanium oxide in-

vitro: surprisingly both the titanium and osteoclasts proteins are negatively charged. The 

mediators for this attraction could be proteins with a quadrupolar internal charge able to 

shift their positively charged domains towards the negative titanium surface, allowing the 

cells to bind to the nanotubes (Kulkarni et al., 2015). The negative charges are increased 
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and concentrated at the sharp edges of the nanotubes presenting a different polarisation 

compared with the bulk titanium. This is caused by the small radius of curvature that 

concentrates the negative electronic charge at the edges of nanotubes walls, creating a 

strong electric field. Hence the dipole rotation of the proteins is aligned to the same 

direction of the nanotubes electric field vector, in order to minimize their potential energy 

and  this consequently changes the protein’s quaternary conformation (Kulkarni et al., 

2016, Kulkarni et al., 2015, Imani et al., 2012).  

So far the protein interaction inside the tubular structures of nanotubes has not been 

demonstrated because of the practical limits of this investigation. Only one study by 

Kulkarni et al. tried to demonstrate if proteins can be attracted on the inside walls of 

nanotubes (Kulkarni et al., 2016). The outcome showed that small proteins like albumin 

were found attached to the inside nanotubes walls, almost all the way down into the 

substrate. This could suggest that the electrostatic interactions with focal adhesions that 

were initially considered to take place at the edges of nanotubes, could act also on the 

inner nanotubes walls, significantly augmenting the surface of the interaction area. This 

hypothesis has to be demonstrated, but could explain why nanotubes are a better 

biomaterial for cell attachment compared to smooth titanium. 

The last two proposed interactions that enhance cell viability and attachment is the 

crystal structure and wettability of the nanotubes. Studies conducted on different cell 

lines, demonstrated that the amorphous phase improves viability and attachment on 

nanotubes, compared with the rutile phase which  is  used to generate harder nanotubes 

(Park et al., 2009). Similarly, the high level of wettability  of nanotubes, due to their porous 

structure, plays an important role in re-creating an ECM-like environment, allowing the 

cells to adhere successfully (Roguska et al., 2016).  
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1.3.3 Cell-substrate interactions: filopodia 

Generally, cells interact with the substrate in three stages: 1) attachment, flattening and 

spreading of the cell body. 2) Regulation and modification of the actin cytoskeleton. 3) 

The formation of the focal adhesion to anchor the cell permanently to the substrate. 

(Khalili and Ahmad, 2015). Cells use the focal adhesions to sense the environment, more 

specifically using dedicated structures called filopodia. They are cytoplasmic protrusions 

mainly made of vinculin, paxillin, tensin and integrins. The tips of filopodia contain the 

adhesion machinery proteins, which move on the substrate testing the environment until 

a spot where they anchor is found, eventually forming a mature adhesion contact site. 

During this stage, the filopodia move and rearrange their morphological structure, 

continue to elongate, keeping the cells in constant mechanical tension. These actions 

are important mechanisms for cell migration and maintaining viability and function 

(Anselme, Ploux and Ponche, 2010 , Khalili and Ahmad, 2015, Schäfer et al., 2009). The 

generation of filopodia depends on many variables such as the chemistry, morphology 

and physiology of the substrate, but also the nature of the cell line. Few studies carried 

on the investigation of filopodia and nanotubes, have considered the number and length 

of filopodia as a sign for cell attachment strengths.  

Several studies investigating the cell attachment on nanotubes, have reported an 

increased expression in number and length of filopodia, compared to smooth titanium. 

The higher number of filopodia can be interpreted as a sign of higher attachment force 

of the cells, meaning that this substrate has higher adhesion properties (Yang et al., 

2014, Smith et al., 2011, Lin et al., 2014) 
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1.4 Animal experiment: in vivo evaluations 

The study of transdermal prosthetic implants has a long history. Since the early 1950, 

with the first transdermal oral implants designed by Branemark [reference], there was 

the necessity for testing these implants in preclinical trials, before using them in patients. 

The reason behind this was to make the implants safe, investigating their effects before 

implanting them in the humans. This preclinical step is still mandatory for all the invasive 

medical devices and involves the use of animal models due to their similarity with the 

human physiology. The most used animals in research are mice, rats sheep, dogs, 

rabbits and pigs. In the UK, animals used for scientific experiments are protected by strict 

laws allowing procedures only under very controlled conditions. These allow specific 

experiment to be conducted only after due training, welfare and ethical considerations in 

order to minimise severity (Home Office, 1986).  

Although animals in research can be used as model to simulate human conditions, this 

procedure has many limitations. The first is the physiological difference between animals 

and humans often leading to incomparable results with the human counterpart.   Work 

on animals uses specific strains where individual variation is minimised   and this does 

not replicate the situation in humans. Human pathological conditions caused by trauma 

or disease cannot be replicated in animal models.   For example, in the orthopaedic 

research, the sheep are commonly used as animal models. Sheep are quadrupeds and 

transfer their load on the four legs, however this load is not distributed evenly with the 

front two legs receiving 60% of the load during stance, providing a completely different 

scenario in the results. It has also been reported that there is a lack of standardized and 

globally recognised techniques in designing in-vivo experiments: Every country has 

different animal regulations and ethical laws, consequently the reproducibility of the 

same experiment in two different countries might not be comparable because of different 

protocols used in the animal procedures(Bracken, 2009). Another important fact, 

emerged in the latest decades, is the animal poor welfare and stress conditions during 
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the experiments that  may also affect results of investigations (Green, 2015). Another 

aspect is the high cost of maintenance of these models. 

 

1.4.1 The use of alternative models 

In order to avoid the negative impact of the animal models in research, few alternatives 

have been introduced since the early 2000. Following principles of Replacement, 

Reduction and Refinement proposed in the 1960 by the “National Centre for Reduction, 

Replacement and Refinement of Animals in Research” (NC3R2, The 3Rs | NC3Rs, 

2013), the awareness of regulation and safeguard of the animals used in research have 

risen. These concepts are based on replacing the animals with other models and tools 

created by the new technologies, reducing the number of animal used for each 

experiment, generating appropriate investigation and power analyses that quantify 

precisely the number of animals needed for scientific purposes. The rationale behind this 

was to improve the way to obtain strong and reproducible results and to find new ways 

to avoid suffering and unnecessary pain and improve the welfare of animals in research. 

Many research groups started to adhere to these principles and new tools to substitute 

the animals in research have been generated  (The 3Rs | NC3Rs, 2013). 

For these reasons two main tools were created: “organs on chip” and “ex-vivo” models. 

The organs on chip is a complex technology that involves the use of a 3D cell culture 

model maintained in a chamber (or bioreactor) that simulates the physiological 

environment of the organ within the human body. This model has the advantage of 

recreating the three main characteristics important for the organs sustainment, such as 

the 3D mechanical forces and compression, the biochemical interactions of factors such 

as chemokines and grow factors, and the interaction with other cell types, typically found 

inside the body. The results gained with this new tool are promising and very close to 

the real conditions in the human body, but the difficulties related to this model resides in 
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the elevated costs, high probability of bacterial infections and the highly specificity and 

difficulty to recreate the physiological system (Shanti, Teo and Stefanini, 2018). 

 

An easier and cheaper solution can be ex-vivo models (Figure 1.20).  In the context of 

my study these models have been generated initially for investigating the effect of topic 

cosmetic treatment and drug delivery through the skin (Andrade et al., 2015). This 

system consist of an explanted section of skin from a healthy human or animal donor, 

which can be kept in culture for a period between 3 and 21 days. This model simulates 

the physiological conditions and mechanical and morphological properties of the skin. In 

this model which usually is conducted under aseptic conditions the  skin is prepared  to 

minimise infection, the epidermis is usually in direct contact with air, while the dermis is 

normally submerged in specific media (MEM or DMEM) supplemented with bovine 

serum, antibiotics and hormones(Mendoza-Garcia et al., 2015, Fukano et al., 2006). In 

order to give it more support, collagen gel can be deposited around the dermis, 

resembling the extracellular matrix composition in the anatomical conditions (Mendoza-

Garcia et al., 2015) . It has been seen in literature that this model has an important impact 

on the study of wound healing and tissue regeneration, in fact several studies using 

immunohistochemistry and gene expression techniques have shown that cells maintain 

their morphology and replication characteristics up to 21 days (Xu et al., 2012, Mieremet 

et al., 2014, Andrade et al., 2015, Zhang et al., 2019).   
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Figure 1.20: Figure showing an example of ex-vivo skin model immerse in DMEM. It is 
possible to distinguish the dermis and epidermis layers. The epidermis is in contact with 
air, while dermis is submerged by the culture medium (Mendoza-Garcia et al., 2015). 

 

Although the ex-vivo model has a number of limitations including the lack of innervation, 

blood perfusion and, consequently, lack of immune system activity, it has a positive 

impact in the preclinical studies, refining the use of animals, saving money and providing 

a useful tool to evaluate and screen the effects of drugs and cosmetic treatments  on 

skin and would healing. 

1.5 Hypothesis and thesis 

The overall goal of my thesis is to investigate the soft tissue behaviour on ITAP with a 

porous 3D ALM flange and the skin attachment to ITAP modified with nanotubes. 

In order to achieve these results the objectives of this thesis are: 

1) To compare a new 3D ALM printed design of the ITAP flange with the “state of 

art” design currently used clinically.   

2) To investigate a specific flange porosity to augment the soft tissue ingrowth, 

comparing the 3D ALM printed with the plain currently used flange, using an in-

vivo model. 

3) To test the cell viability and attachment on TiO2 nanotubes and compare them 

with smooth titanium. 

4) To develop an ex-vivo model to study the skin interactions with simulated ITAP 

coated with nanotubes. 

epidermis 

dermis 

DMEM 
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It was hypothesised that: 

1) A 3D ALM printed flange has a higher impact on soft tissue attachment and 

ingrowth on ITAP.  

2) Different porosity of the 3D ALM printed ITAP can influence differently the soft 

tissue ingrowth, downgrowth, attachment and vascularization, comparing with the 

plain flange currently used. 

3) Nanotubes of a certain size can positively influence the cell attachment and 

viability comparing to smooth titanium. 

4) The skin interaction with nanotubes coated pins is effectively improved 

comparing with smooth pins.  
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Chapter 2 Histological evaluation of retrieved 

ITAPs:  A clinical veterinary study. 
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2.1 Introduction 

In veterinary surgery limb amputation is usually indicated in animals who suffered from 

trauma, necrosis, congenital malformations and osteosarcoma. This procedure is radical 

and irreversible but the outcome usually moderately affects the life of the animal. The 

main contraindications are any diseases that may interfere with the remaining limbs 

including injuries of soft tissues, osteoarthritis, obesity and neurologic deficits (Fitzpatrick 

et al. 2011, Bachman et al. 2017). 

Assisting devices are usually used to restore the original missing limb functions and to 

give the animal overall well-being and relative autonomy. In the case of limb amputation, 

devices such as boots and slings can be used to assist the animal in their walking 

functions (Adamson et al., 2005). The disadvantage of these devices is that the 

mechanical forces of the skeleton are directly transferred at the interface with the 

external prosthesis, resulting in pain and low tolerance by the patient. 

Transcutaneous implants are foreign bodies penetrating the soft tissue and bone, 

designed to restore the original functions of the missing limb and to give the patient a 

better life quality. However, these implants are subjected to some adverse reactions such 

as tissue downgrowth, marsupialization and avulsion (Fitzpatrick et al., 2011). The loss 

of the soft tissue attachment to the implant can lead to bacteria directly entering the body 

causing infections, eventually leading to the failure of the implant (Pendegrass et al., 

2008). 

In this chapter, two different designs of ITAP were clinically evaluated in six different pet 

patients. The aim was to analyse retrieved ITAPs from pets in order to compare the soft 

tissue interfaces around two different designs (drilled flange and ALM porous).  

It is hypothesised that the ALM porous flanged devices made using AML techniques will 

significantly reduce epithelial downgrowth and promote dermal integration compared 

with the drilled counterparts. 
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2.2 Materials and methods 

2.2.1 Surgical procedures 

Six patients were treated using ITAP between 2000 and 2015 at Fitzpatrick Referrals 

(Eashing, Guildford Surrey), which is veterinary clinic that specialises in orthopaedics 

and neuro surgery (Table 1). 

The surgical procedures were the same as published in 2011 (Fitzpatrick et al., 2011). 

The soft tissue envelope of the distal radius was incised circumferentially and retracted 

from the distal radius proximally, using Senn handheld retractors (Veterinary 

Instrumentation, Sheffield, UK).A recipient tunnel was created in the radial medullary 

canal, using a drill bit and a motorized reamer. The bone edges were trimmed were 

smoothed using a rotary drill mounted tampering device and then recessed using a short 

conical burr to facilitate tight fit of the ITAP’s base into the medullary canal. A customised 

orthopaedic mallet was used to generate 4 fin-shaped radial indentations that were 

corresponding for size and morphology to the implant ones. Then the implant was 

impacted into the radius, while muscles and fascia were sutured to the underside of the 

flange using 3 metric polydioxanone and subdermal adipose was dissected from the 

dermis which was then opposed to the ITAP flange with consistent tension to form a 

circumferential seal around the external peg (Fitzpatrick et al., 2011). Implants were 

radiographed after surgery as reported in in Figure 2.1 
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Table 1: list of the implants received from the clinic 

 

Date received Patient  Implant 

29/10/2013 Rupert Richies ITAP 

29/10/2013 Muppy Fountain ITAP 

29/10/2013 Izzy Perfit/ITAP 

07/07/2008 Muffin Blake ITAP 

28/04/2017 Ollie Gibbs Perfit 

28/04/2017 Joseph Jackson Perfit 

 

 

 

2.2.2 Retrieval analysis 

The implants was retrieved from the patients and were stored in 10% formalin. In order 

to perform histological examination, the retrieved implants were embedded in epoxide 

resin. The embedding process was carried as described in the protocol (appendix 1), 

using increasing concentrations of methanol ns (IMS, 99%v/v ThermoFisher) followed 

Chloroform (Fisher scientific), transferring back into methanol   

 

a b c d 

e f 

Figure 2.1: radiographs of patients with ITAP: a) Muffy, b) Muppy, c) Izzy, d) Rupert, e) 
Joseph, f) Ollie. 
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Before infiltrating the samples and embedding in hard grade LR white 

merthylmethacrylate resin (Agar scientific) where polymerisation used an accelerator 

(Fisher). All the samples were embedded in a plastic container and soaked in cold water 

to prevent the high temperature to melt the container or to alter the samples 

2.2.3  Histology preparation  

The specimens were then prepared for cutting. The region of interest was the interface 

between the metal flange and the epithelial and sub epithelial zones, so the resin block 

containing the samples were shaped and trimmed for this purpose. 

As first step, the samples were cut transversally throughout the middle using Exact E310 

diamond-edged band saw (Mederex, Frome, UK). The flat side of the half implant was 

ground to ensure that it was flat with 1200 grade paper and glued to a plastic clear slide 

using cyanoacrylate glue. Then a second section was cut down, ground and glued onto 

a second clear plastic slide using Technovit glue (Kulzer, Exact, Germany) and left 

hardening under a UV light for 30 minutes. Finally, the samples were cut again, leaving  

a 200 um thick  slice  attached to the slide  which was  ground down and polished using 

the Exakt-Micro grinding System (Exakt, Germany) with a series of grit paper 400, 600, 

800, 1200, 2500 and 4000. On average, the slides measured around 80 to 100 μm. 

The specimens were stained for 25 minutes with Toluidine blue (that has an affinity for 

acidic molecules) and 20 minutes with Paragon (which stains cellular components in blue 

and collagen in pink) before proceeding with histological analyses using a light 

microscope (Zeiss).  

 

2.2.4 Histological analysis 

Different areas of the resulting cross sections were considered for semi-quantitative 

analyses using Zeiss microscope and Axiocam software. More in details the pylon and 
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flange were region of interest (Figure 2.3). The flange was divided in six different regions 

for the analyses as shown in Figure 2.2. The parameters considered were: 

1- Percentage of epithelial attachment – a semi-quantitative analysis of the 

epithelial tissue attachment on the pylon. The formula used was as follows :( total 

thickness of epithelial tissue in μm – epithelium attached to the pylon)/100. 

2- Percentage of sub-epithelial tissue attached to the pylon and in 6 different areas 

within the metal meshes of the flange (using the same formula as before). 

3- Percentage of epithelial downgrowth – (overall tissue attached at pylon – tissue 

detached from pylon)/100. 

Blood vessel per mm2 – blood vessels were counted each mm2 in 6 different areas to 

assess the revascularization. 

 

                            

Figure 2.2: the six areas of calculation for soft tissue attachment on the flange. These areas 
were chosen in random position of the flange in an area between the top of the meshes 
and the pylon to better understand the soft tissue infiltration.   
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Figure 2.3: A) schematic representation of an ITAP with pylon and flange compared to B) 
a section of a real ITAP implanted on a dog. 

2.2.5 Results 

The samples received were six in total: two with a plain flange design and four with ALM 

porous flange. Early analysis before the samples were processed for the histological 

showed that the two with the plain flanges failed: the soft tissue down-growth was clearly 

visible as the flange was exposed almost totally outside the skin as shown in Figure 

2.2.4. 

               

Figure 2.2.4: two patients with a plain flange. A) Muppy - dog and B) Muffin -cat. It is 
possible to notice how both the implants have failed: the flange is exposed because of the 
marsupialization and downgrowth of the skin around the flange. 

pylon 

flange 

skin 

bone 
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The other four implants were designed with ALM porous flange. On the first two Rupert 

and Izzy (Figure 2.5, A) and B), the skin did not show any sign of infection or downgrowth 

around the pylon and the flange was completely covered. The soft tissue was sealed 

with the metal of the implant and it looked clean without signs of inflammation. 

However on the last two implants (Figure 2.5, C), Joseph and D) Ollie), especially on 

implant C, the interface between the skin and the metal looks slightly detached and 

infected with the presence of extra-cutaneous exudate (C), while on implant in figure D, 

though the skin at the interface looks clean and free form infection, it is detached form 

the metal on a side and there are signs of extracutaneous exudate.  

 

                  

 

Figure 2.5: ITAP with 3D ALM flange implanted on dogs. A) Rupert, B) Izzy, C) Joseph, D) 
Ollie. All these pictures were taken before processing the samples for histological 
evaluations. In all the samples the flange is not exposed. It is possible to notice a few signs 
of extracellular exudate at the base of the flange. 

A B 

C D 
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2.2.6 Histology 

The histological examinations of the retrieved implants were shown in Figure 2.6. the 

Histological examination revealed soft tissue downgrowth on the drilled flange ITAP 

(Figure 2.6). 

The epidermidis layer was not covering any side of the flange on the left hand side and 

dermis was poorly attached to the rest of the pylon and screw. On one side, though, the 

epidermis was a little bit more consistent and covering a part of the flange on the top. 

However there is the evidence of a gap beneath the flange leaving the rest of the implant 

uncovered until the screw. 

           

Figure 2.6: histological evaluation on Muppy, one of the two dogs with the plain flange. 
The central picture sows the macroscopic histological section, while the lateral ones show 
the magnifications of specific areas.  

      

A B 

C D 
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Figure 2.7: ITAP with a plain flange implanted on the second dog (Figure2.4, B) 

Figure 2.7, also shows a clear sign of downgrowth of the soft tissue. The epidermis was 

not present in any side of the flange. The dermis was attached and better structured 

below the flange, but this was not sufficient to give the implant the right stability. 

 

            

Figure 2.7: ITAP with a 3D ALM printed flange implanted in a dog. (see Figure 2.5, A) 

Figure 2.7 shows a histological section of a 3D ALM printed flange on a dog. Contrary to 

the plain flange, the epithelial and sub-epithelial attachment was greatly improved. It is 

possible to notice that it is also asymmetric and that it has a collar which is more 

pronounced on one side, where there is still a small gap between the soft tissue and the 

pylon which appears to be arrested just before the flange. On the right hand side, the 

epidermis and dermis are sealed to the pylon and the flange, with a good level of 

A B 

C D 
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attachment to the surface of the whole implant. Overall, the skin and soft tissue are well 

structured: no inflammatory cells are observed at the epithelial-implant interface. The 

connective tissue is well organised and vascularized not only close to the pylon but also 

within the meshes of the flange. The flange shows a good grade of ingrowth of the 

connective tissue which is in 100% intimate contact with the metal. 

The soft tissue is also attached to the lower part of the implant in proximity of the screw 

(not showed in this picture). Importantly, this is associated with less dense tissue 

adjacent to this asymmetrical collar.  To be noticed is also the less dense staining which 

in the photo is above the collar, but in actual fact is distal to it in the animal. This is 

important as it possibly creates a dead space that he cells have to colonise and form 

tissue and may be one reason for the less dense tissue.  Dead space is not good as it 

allows for bacterial colonisation i.e. the race for the surface where bacteria win out over 

tissue as there is no tissue in the dead space.  

 

 

Figure 2.8: histological section of a 3D ALM printed ITAP on dog (see Figure 2.5, B) 

Similarly to the previous sample, the soft tissue attachment to the implant in  

A 
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B 

D 
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Figure 2.8 looks more successful comparing to the plain flange ones. In this case, on the 

left hand side, the epidermis and dermis are not attached to the pylon, leaving a thin gap 

which is interposed until the flange. On the contrary, on the right hand side, the epidermis 

and dermis are completely in contact with the whole implant, showing a good grade of 

integration. Also in this case, even if the flange is smaller and the total number of pores 

are less, the soft tissue ingrowth and attachment has a percentage of 100%, meaning 

that the porous metal flange figures as an appropriate substrate for the ingrowth of the 

connective tissue 

 

 

Figure 2.9: histological sample of an ITAP with 3D ALM printed flange (see Figure 2.5, D).  

On the implant in Figure 2.9 it is noticed the differences compared with the previous 

ones. Both on the right and left hand side, on the edge of the amputation, there is a 

remodelling of the epidermis and the skin is not evident around the pylon, leading to an 

extra-cutaneous exudate (the dark blue substance just outside the epidermis) and a 

down growth of the upper edge of the soft tissue. On both sides, the initial part of dermis 

and epidermis is detached from the pylon until the flange, even though the surrounding 

tissue looks structured with few signs of fibrosis. The connective tissue within the flange 

is, however, well integrated with the alloy mesh. However, on one aspect the connective 
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tissue is detached from the top of the pylon. On the right hand side, there is a similar but 

smaller gaps between the pylon and the connective tissue, but in this case the soft tissue 

attachment is improved from the flange to the lower part of the pylon. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.10: histological section of an ITAP with a 3D ALM flange implanted in a dog (see 
Figure 2.5, C). 

The implant featured in Figure 2.10 has a different outcome. There is no soft tissue 

surrounding the pylon and a very poor quantity of tissue can be seen around the flange. 

The tissue that remains around the flange is not structured and it seems that an infection 

led to the production of extracellular exudate. There is a large gap of connective tissue 

beneath the flange on both sides. There is a significant downgrowth of the dermis also 

on the right hand side and partially on the left hand side of the groove. Overall the soft 

tissue attachment is very poor. 

 

2.2.7 Semi-quantitative analyses 

 

Table 2 show the semi-quantitative analyses and standard deviation of the epithelial 

downgrowth, attachment, subepitelial attachment and number of blood vessels. 
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As seen before, in many cases the quantification of the epidermal downgrowth and soft 

tissue attachment was very poor as the implants were failed, so it was not possible to 

determine a sufficient value for statistical analyses. This is also the reason for some of 

the high standard deviation values which we cannot take in consideration. 

Moreover, as this was a clinical study, it was not possible to run any statistical test: the 

number of the patients and the differences in terms of the breed did not allowed us to a 

proper comparison.  

Table 2: average and standard deviation of the semi-quantitative analyses. 

 

Patient Average 

epithelial 

downgrowth 

(µm) 

Average 

epithelial 

attachment 

(%) 

Average sub-

epithelial 

attachment (%) 

Average Blood 

vessels 

Muffin 108.1± 152.8 15 ± 21 8 ± 2.8 3 ± 3.6 

Izzy 43.6 ± 61.7 80 ± 14.1 58.5 ± 54.4 9.2 ± 5.5 

Muppy 0 ± 0 11.5 ± 12 4 ± 1.4 2 ± 3.5 

Rupert 170.9 ± 216 100 ± 0 100 ± 0 8 ± 2 

Ollie 6180 ± 1159 7.5 ± 10  100 ± 0 7.5 ± 2 

Joseph 10615 ± 5112 14 ± 15.5 100 ± 0 5 ± 2.6 

 

 

2.3 Discussion  

ITAP were initially designed to improve the quality of life of those patients suffering of 

limb amputation. The amputation of a single limb in dogs is radical and irreversible but 

is typically a low morbidity procedure resulting in an adequate functional outcome and 

good owner satisfaction (Fitzpatrick et al., 2011).  This procedure  however leaves the 
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dogs with poor post-operative functions such as difficulty in keeping their balance and/or 

difficulty in gaining speed during the initial postoperative period, depending on the site of 

the amputation (thoracic or pelvic)(Stephen J. Withrow n.d.).  

To overcome these problems and to give the patient a better life quality, ITAP was 

designed with a porous flange, mimicking natural transcutaneous analogues such as the 

deer antlers where the soft tissues are adherent to the antler surface .  Deer antlers are 

effectively transdermal structures that are ephemeral lost after the mating season and 

then regenerate the following year.  The attachment of the soft tissues to the pedicle 

bone means that there is little relative motion between the soft tissue interface and the 

bone the flange on ITAP reduces the relative interfacial movements at the epithelium-

implant interface by providing an increased surface area for dermal tissue attachment. 

The main cells involved in this integration dermal fibroblasts, which can fill the pores and 

meshes of the flange, giving stability to the implant and avoiding the downgrowth of the 

soft tissue and overlying epithelium (Pendegrass et al., 2015, Kierdorf, Kierdorf and 

Boyde, 2000). 

The aim of this study was to investigate the dermal and epidermal integration on two 

different designs of the flange: one was porous and plain and the other 3D ALP porous. 

The flange on ITAP was originally designed to differ from all the other percutaneous 

implants, to enhance the soft tissue attachment and ingrowth. The success of the implant 

relies on its stability and anchorage to the body, preventing the relative movements and, 

hence, its failure. The shape of the flange is a key factor to the ITAP’s success: a flange 

with thin and “sharp” edges is more likely to fail because of  local movement causing 

irritation of the soft tissue, leading to marsupialization, skin downgrowth and fibrous 

capsule formation (Varilly and Chandler, 2012). Moreover, the thin structure of the flange 

cannot generate an extensive contact area with the soft tissue, hence the less the tissue 

is in contact, the more the implant can be loosen heading to failure.  Another factor 

associated with the flange is the initial dead space it may create under the flange.  This 

dead space is more rapidly colonised by bacteria as they are faster growing than soft 
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tissue and may lead to infection and biofilm formation. On the contrary, a more 

ergonomic shape of the flange such as the 3D ALM flange, might improve soft tissue 

trauma a movement at the sharp edges is avoided and the stresses is distributed over a 

wider surface. Moreover, the area of interaction with the dermis is amplified and the 

tissue ingrowth within the mesh permits a better and a more intimate contact with the 

metal surface, hence an optimal sealing at the dermal-implant interface providing a long 

durable integration and avoiding bacterial infections (Tsikandylakis et al. 2014; Brian T. 

Grisez, Andrew E. Hanselman, Karim W. Boukhemis, Trapper A. J. Lalli n.d.) 

In this clinical study we have observed a trend that can confirm our hypothesis on the 

less success of the implants with plain flange. This might be due to many variables such 

as the post operational conditions, the health status of the animal, and the size of the 

flange or the implant compared to the thickness of the soft tissue.  In some instances the 

implants were inserted after trauma and is some cases the limb was treated for infection 

before the insertion of an ITAP.   It is well known that dead tissue and metal work in the 

body can induce an infection due to the formation of biofilms and if there were residual 

bacteria it is more likely that an infection subsequently develops even after aggressive 

antibiotic treatment.  

In both the plain flange cases, the size of the flange was perhaps too large for the animal, 

in fact it was bigger than the diameter of the transversal section of the stomp. This 

supports the idea that the combination of the plain and large sized flanges, can lead to 

the failure of the implant due to mechanical rubbing against the soft tissue causing 

irritation. The larger size of the flange’s diameter can also prevent the process of the soft 

tissue sealing around the implant, creating a path for the bacteria to enter the body, 

causing infection leading to loosening ITAP. The thickness of the soft tissue surrounding 

the implant might also be an element to take into consideration. In fact a thicker and 

healthier dermis layer has a good level of vascularization which is a fundamental element 

on the regeneration of skin as oxygen and nutrients are diffused within the tissue. 

Following this theory, in fact it has been reported by a previous study (Fitzpatrick et al., 
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2011) that the plain flange was successful on a dog that had a wider soft tissue thickness 

surrounding the flange (Figure 2.11). 

 

 

Figure 2.11: histological section of Storm, a dog treated with a plain flange ITAP coated 
with hydroxyapatite. A)  low magnification of the whole histological section, B),C),D) and 
E) show high power magnifications of the interaction of the skin with pylon and flange. 
The soft tissue looks well organised and in contact with the metal(C), while it is possible 
to see a small gap between the skin and the pylon on figure B. Figure E shows cell exudate 
in contact with HA coating (Fitzpatrick et al.2011). 

In this case the flange was incorporated in the dermal tissue and the epidermis was 

abutting into the stem of the implant. The flange was embedded in the dermal tissue and 

was not encapsulated but fibroblasts were evident, attaching the HA coated surface 

(picture in Figure 2.11 as a grey layer). Moreover the pores of the flange were filled with 

fibroblasts disposed with well aligned collagen fibres. This success might be attributed 

to the thickness of the dermis surrounding the metal flange and pylon and also to many 

other variables such as the health of the animal or the post-operative care might have 

influenced the ITAP positive outcome in this case. 

Three of the 3D ALM flange structures examined in this chapter, showed a well-

structured soft tissue, with aligned collagen fibres and, almost no signs of inflammation 

or granulated tissue with a good level of vascularization. Importantly soft tissue ingrowth 

within the metal mesh of the flange completely filled the pores in these cases giving a 
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better stability of the soft tissues surrounding the implant which is fundamental for the 

success of the ITAP.   

In conclusion this chapter investigates several retrieved ITAP devices and this is the 

largest study so far that investigates integration of the implant into the body. Although 

there was not a large number of implants to carry out a proper statistical evaluation, the 

results can corroborate the hypothesis that the porous 3D printed flange was more 

successful than the plain one, as it was completely integrated with the abutment. The 

porous structure is essential for migration and proliferation of cells and new tissue 

formation and hence to permit a better anchorage of the implant to the body. It also 

allows the formation of blood vessels which is a crucial factor to establish a healthy tissue 

(Bai et al., 2011). This design element is a very important starting point for future 

development of the flange. 

This experiment has few limitations in addition to the poor number of patients. The first 

is that post-operational and follow-up data of the patients were not recorded. This 

information is important as the life style of the animal may have been important for the 

rehabilitation and remodelling of the tissue around the implant.  
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Chapter 3 The effect of pore size on soft tissue 

growth and attachment on an in-vivo ovine 

model 
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3.1 Introduction 

The main issues with transdermal implants are: marsupialization (epithelial down growth 

and pocket formation), avulsion (mechanically induced failure) and infection. Epithelial 

downgrowth around the transcutaneous pylon can destabilise the entire implant causing 

relative movements and creating a direct pathway for bacteria to enter the body. 

Consequently, the formation of a pocket at the interface skin-implant can generate a 

prosperous environment for bacteria colonisation, as  the pocket is difficult to clean and 

the humidity and temperature in that area are ideal conditions for pathogens, such as 

Staphylococcus Aureus, to grow and to form a biofilm which is also very difficult to 

eliminate (Pendegrass, Goodship and Blunn, 2006). The last consequence of this 

process is the failure of the implant due infection leading to poor fixation and anchorage 

to the body. 

To avoid these issues, it is necessary to achieve a tight seal between the soft tissue and 

the implant. This can be obtained using either “smart” biomaterials (materials modified 

with special morphological properties) or a tissue-specific design to enhance the 

proliferation and attachment of dermal fibroblasts and keratinocytes. In fact, soon after 

the amputation, a phenomenon called “race for the surface” occurs as described by 

Busscher et al [. 2012  where cell integration and bacterial adhesion compete for the 

‘real estate’ of the implant in the first few days after the surgery, and the early attachment 

of the host fibroblasts is a crucial event in order to defend the implant surface form 

pathogens, preventing the formation of the biomaterials-related infection which can lead 

to the implant failure (Chimutengwende-Gordon et al. 2017,),(Busscher et al., 2012). 

As described previously, ITAP is an innovative implant and is composed of a pylon and 

a flange which is specifically designed for augmenting the area for the soft tissue 

attachment.  Other osseointegrated transcutaneous implants don’t attempt to seal the 

metal implant by attaching the skin but try and attach the skin to the periosteal surface 

of the bone. In the previous chapter, I analysed two different designs of the ITAP’s flange: 
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one was plain and the other was porous 3D ALM printed flange. The clinical study has 

shown that the porous 3D ALM printed flange was more successful in terms of soft tissue 

attachment and integration. Although the designs of those implants were custom made, 

we it needed to optimise parameters such as the porosity of the 3D ALM printed flange, 

in order to define which pore size is the best in terms of soft tissue ingrowth. 

Based on the natural analogues of the transdermal implants such as deer antlers, in this 

chapter we I have investigated how and if the porosity of the flange can influence soft 

tissue attachment and ingrowth compared to a plain drilled flange. 

The deer antler is one of the few transdermal implants found in nature. Its peculiarity is 

that they can regenerate and regrow after the mating season when deer loose them after 

fighting. The main structure playing a fundamental role in the regeneration of the antler, 

is called “pedical bone” which is situated on the frontal side of the skull (Figure 3.1). The 

main characteristic of this bone portion is the porous trabecular framework that allows 

mesenchymal stem cells and collagen fibres (called Shapey’s fibers) to migrate inside, 

filling the gaps and consequently letting the soft tissue ingrowth to attach very tightly. 

The antler’s regeneration starts form this point and together with vascularization it leads 

to a complete formation of new and functional tissues (Kierdorf and Kierdorf, 

2010)(Kierdorf, Kierdorf and Boyde, 2000). 

 

Figure 3.1: Macroscopic and microscopic appearance of pedicles of roe buck no. 6 (≥ 3 
years), killed shortly after antler casting. (a) Posterior superior view of the pedicles; note 
the saucer-like depression of the casting plane and extension of the resorption zone along 
the entire pedicle shaft posteriorly. (b) Low-power micrograph (bright field image) of 
decalcified transverse ground section of the left pedicle stained with toluidine blue-
pyronin(Kierdorf and Kierdorf, 2010) 
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In this context and based on the results of the previous clinical study described in Chapter 

2, our in-vivo experiment was designed to investigate the effect of porosity of the flange 

on an ovine animal model. 

 

The aim of this chapter was to compare the flanges with three different pore sizes and 

the commercially machined (CM) controls on ten (N=10) sheep for 12 and 24 weeks. 

The porous flanges were generated with ALM technology and printed with a 3D printer, 

the pore sizes were: 700 μm, 1000 μm and 1250 μm. The parameters considered were: 

epithelial downgrowth, soft tissue attachment to the pylon, sub-epithelial attachment to 

the flange and number of blood vessels. 

The hypothesis behind this is that the porous devices might reduce the downgrowth and 

improve soft tissue integration around ITAP, compared with commercially machined (CM 

- plain flange) controls. 
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3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 ITAP 

Titanium alloy pins with a porous 3D ALM flange were designed and printed 

(Eurocoatings, Trento Italy). The pores diameters were 700 μm, 1000 μm and 1250 

μm. The control implant used was a pin with a plain drilled flange with a diameter of the 

pores of 2mm (Figure 3.2) 

                                     

Figure 3.2: example of ITAP with porous flange and plain flange 

 

3.2.2 Animal Model 

This experiment was carried under the Animal Act 1986 Procedure and in conjunction 

with the Royal Veterinary College’s Animal Welfare and Ethical Review Body.  The 

transcutaneous implants were inserted transversally into the tibia of the animals (Figure 

3.3) where positions 1, 2, 3 and 4 corresponded to the sites of implants. The implant 

position was rotated so that in the first 4 animals no one design was located in the 

same position. This rotation continued for ten animals  The implants were made from 

Tanium alloy (6,4) and the part of the implant that was in contact with the bone had an 

self-tapping M5 threaded  region and was inserted after making a transverse 4mm hole 

that was drilled through both the near and far cortex.   The part of the implant with the 

flange or with the SLS porous region was positioned on the surface of the bone below 
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the skin. The wound was closed in 2 layers using a interrupted Vicryl 2-0 resorbable 

sutures where the first layer to be closed over the flange or porous region was the 

subdermal fascia and then the skin that was suture back around the projecting spigot.  

Ten (n=10) mature female sheep (mule) were used in this in-vivo study.  The implants 

were retrieved at 12 (5 sheep) and 24 weeks (5 sheep) for further analysis.  

 

Figure 3.3: position of implants on tibia 

 

3.2.3 Implant retrieval and histology process 

The animals were put to sleep via intravenous injection of 0.7mg/kg IV sodium 

Pentobarbitone (Pharmasol Ltd, Andover UK) through the jugular vein. All the implants 

were then surgically removed and placed in 10% formal saline for a period of 7 days 

before proceeding to hard resin embedding process. 

The embedding process consisted in a series of alcohol increasing gradient solutions 

and chloroform (see appendix 1). The last stage; Hard Grade Acrylic Resin (London 

Resin Company Ltd., London, UK) was used and left for few days to penetrate the 

samples, with two resin changes. Plastic moulds were used for each sample and in a 

first stage they were filled at the bottom with resin mixed with LR White accelerator 

(London Resin Company Ltd., London, UK) in order to generate a hard layer between 

the sample and the bottom of the mould. Then all the specimens were moved in to the 

moulds, filled with cold resin and mixed with LR White accelerator (1 drop in 10 ml of 

resin), left for few hours to polymerize at room temperature. 
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Exakt E310 diamond band saw (Mederex, Frame, UK), was used to section the 

specimens transversally and the first cut was made at the midpoint. The half resin block 

was glued to a Plexiglas slide using a UV glue (BRAND) and cut again with the band 

saw on a thickness of 100 μm. The slides was then ground using Exakt-Micro-Grinding 

System (Mederex, Frame, UK) with ascending abrasive papers (P400, P600, P800, 

P1200, P2500 and P4000). Sections were then stained with Toluidine Blue and Paragon 

as shown in Figure 3.4. 

A Carl Zeiss microscope was used to take pictures of the histological sections and 

Axiovision Rel 4.5 software (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) served to process the 

images.  

 

Figure 3.4: example of the histological sections of the implants (magnification bar: 500um) 
: a) 700um, b) 1000um, c) 1250um, d) CM. 

3.2.4 Histological analysis 

Histological analysis was made following a semi-quantitative method with Axiovision Rel 

4.5 software (Zeiss). 

The parameters considered were:  

1. Epithelial down growth to the pylon measured in µm (Figure 3.5, A). 

2. Soft tissue (dermis and epidermis) attachment to the pylon, evaluated as a 

percentage of tissue attached and non-attached divided by the total amount of 

tissue x100. 

3. Sub-epithelial attachment to three areas of the meshes on flange, measured in 

µm. 

4. Blood vessels number in a 1mm2 (Figure 3.5, B). 
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All the data were collected and reported in an excel sheet and then analysed for statistical 

purposes. 

 

       

Figure 3.5: example of a measurement for soft tissue downgrowth and blood vessels 
quantification in 1mm2 . 

3.2.5 Statistical analyses 

Data were processed with the software IBM-SPSS version 24 for windows. A p-value 

<0.05 was considered significant. All data were initially tested with parametric test 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov, if data were not normally distributed, non-parametric test Kruskall-

Wallis was used to detect any significant difference and then Mann-Whitney U test was 

used to determine differences between treatments.  

  

A B 
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3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Epithelial downgrowth after 12 and 24 weeks 

Data, for the 12 weeks retrieved implants, were non-normally distributed and were tested 

with a non-parametric Kruskall-Wallis test to detect any significant differences between 

the parameters considered. 

Results show no-significant differences between the groups after 12 weeks, with a 

p=0.3 (Figure 3.6). On implants with a flange porosity of 700 µm, the epithelial down-

growth has higher values comparing this with the other two pore sizes and controls, 

with a wide distribution of the data. The 1000 µm porous implant shows a lower 

epithelial down-growth comparing with the other treatments, but with no significant 

values. 

Similarly, after 24 weeks, data were not-normally distributed and Kruskall-Wallis test was 

used to compare the outcomes. 

As shown in Figure 3.7, there are some significant differences in the data distribution. 

After 24 weeks, the epithelial down-growth on 1000 µm pores flange is significantly 

higher comparing it to the commercially machined one, with a p-value=0.02. Similarly, 

the comparison between the implants with 1250 µm pores, resulted in higher in down-

growth values comparing to the commercially machined ones resulted in a p-value=0.03.  

Data were also compared considering the same treatment between the two time-points, 

12 and 24 weeks (Figure 3.8Error! Reference source not found.), using Mann Witney 

test. Results showed non- significant values (all >0.05). However, this comparison shows 

that the epithelial downgrowth is higher after 24 weeks for the implants with 1000 µm 

and 1250 µm pores, while it is lower on 700 µm and commercially machined.  
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Figure 3.6: box and whiskers plot for epithelial downgrowth after 12 weeks, the 
epithelium has a higher downgrowth on the 700um implant. 

 

Figure 3.7: epithelial downgrowth after 24 weeks: the epithelium downgrowth looks 
higher on smaller sizes of  pores (700um and 1000). 
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Figure 3.8: comparison between epithelial down-growth after 12 and 24 weeks: the 
comparison shows higher values of epithelial downgrowth after 24 weeks for porous 

implants. 

 

 

3.3.2 Percentage of soft tissue attachment on pylon after 12 and 

24 weeks  

Implants were analysed for the percentage of soft tissue attachment on the pylon after 

12 weeks. Kruskall-Wallis non-parametric statistical test was used to compare all the 

samples for the percentage of soft tissue attachment as the data were non-normally 

distributed. The outcome showed an overall p value=0.014. A Mann-Whitney test was 

then performed to compare the different treatments. The results (Figure 3.9) show 

significant higher values between all the porous implants and the commercial machined 

ones. More specifically a significant higher p-value of 0.01 was obtained between the 

700µm porous implant and the commercially machined, similarly for the 1000µm 

(p=0.019) and 1250µm (p=0.025) compared to the commercially machined ones. 
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The percentage of soft tissue attachment after 24 weeks was analysed firstly using a 

non-parametric Kruskall- Wallis test, which shown p=0.04. Consequently, a Mann-

Whitney test was used to compare each group. As shown in Figure 3.10, significant 

higher values (p=0.03) were found on 700µm in comparison with the 1000 µm porous 

implants and again for the 700µm porous implant in comparison to the commercially 

machined (p=0.02). 

All the data were compared in one single graph (Figure 3.10) to investigate any 

significant differences between the same porous and commercially machined implants 

at the two-different time-points (2 and 24 weeks). The results analysed with non-

parametric tests Kruskall Wallis and Mann Whitney U test, showed no significant 

differences between each treatment at different time-points, with an overall value of p > 

0.05. 

Figure 3.12 shows some examples of the epithelial and sub-epithelial histological 

sections after 12 and 24 weeks of the implants. It is possible to notice the pocket formed 

between the epithelium and the pylon in the majority of the cases. The dermis is in 

contact with the pylon.  

 

Figure 3.9:  box and whiskers plot for epithelial attachment after 12 weeks: 1250 um 
pores implant have a higher percentage of epithelial attachment comparing with the 

other porous implants and controls. 
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Figure 3.10: : box and whiskers plot for epithelial attachment after 24 weeks: the graph 
shows higher values for 700um and 1250 um pores comparing with 100um and controls. 

 

Figure 3.11: summary of epithelial attachment at 12 and 24 weeks: there is a positive 
trend for smaller size of pores and 1250um pores comparing with controls and 1000um 

pores. . 
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Figure 3.12: histological sections showing the epithelial attachment and soft tissue 
attachment to the pylon (mag bar 200um). a) 700um at 12weeks, b) 1000um at 12 weeks, c) 
1250um at 12weeks, d) CM at 12 weeks, e) 700 um at 24 weeks, f) 1000um at 24 weeks, g) 
1250 um at 24 weeks and h) CM at 24 weeks. 

 

3.3.3 Percentage of sub-epithelial attachment after 12 and 24 

weeks 

The data obtained from the measurements of the percentage of the sub-epithelial 

attachment to the flange were non-normally distributed. 

Kruskall Wallis non-parametric test was used to compare the porous flange and the CM 

flange after 12 weeks after the surgery (Figure 3.13). The overall p-value obtained was 

0.007. Mann-Whitney non-parametric test was used to evaluate which porosity was 

significantly better for the dermis attachment. The results show a significantly higher 

value with pore size of 1000 µm and 1250 µm comparing this with the CM flange 

(p=0.01). No significant values were found for the 700 µm implant comparing with all the 

other porosities. 

Similarly, the samples were tested with Kruskall-Wallis non-parametric test after 24 

weeks after the surgery (Figure 3.14). The outcome gave a significant p-value=0.01, 

hence a Mann-Whitney test was used to compare all the treatments.  The parentage is 

significantly higher on all the three 3D ALM porous flanges comparing to the CM one, 

meaning that the filling and attachment of soft tissues to the metal meshes of the flange 

is more successful comparing this with the 2D drilled flange.  

a b c d 

e f g h 
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The results also compared the same size of pores at the two different time-points but the 

results were non-significant (Figure 3.15,Figure 3.16).   

 

Figure 3.13: epithelial attachment after 12 weeks: porous flanges of 1000um and 1250um 
have a better trend for sub epithelial attachment comparing with smaller pores and 

controls. 
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Figure 3.14: 24 weeks subepithelial attachment. 

 

 

Figure 3.15: comparison of the percentage of sub-epithelial attachment between 12 and 24 
weeks  
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Figure 3.16: graph representing the summary of the significant values for the percentage 
of sub-epithelial attachment after 12 and 24 weeks.  
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Figure 3.17 shows the sub-epithelial attachment to the 3D-ALM porous implants and 

controls after 12 and 24 weeks. It is possible to notice the higher level of soft tissue 

attachment around the metal meshes of the 3D-ALM flange comparing with the poor 

attachment of soft tissue on the 2D porous flange of the controls. 

 

Figure 3.17: histology sections showing the sub-epithelial attachment to the flange (mag 
bar 200um). a) 700um at 12weeks, b) 1000um at 12 weeks, c) 1250um at 12weeks, d) CM at 
12 weeks, e) 700 um at 24 weeks, f) 1000um at 24 weeks, g) 1250 um at 24 weeks and h) 
CM at 24 weeks. 

 

3.3.4 Blood vessels distribution after 12 and 24 weeks 

 

Blood vessels were counted in a 1mm2 on three randomly chosen areas of sub epithelial 

tissue (Figure 3.21). All the measurements were collected and the average data were 

analysed with SPSS (version 24 IBM) to find significant differences.  

Data were not normally distributed so non-parametric Kruskall Wallis test was used to 

compare all the blood vessels number to each treatment and each time points after 12 

weeks (Figure 3.18). The outcome shows no significant values (p=0.25). 

Similarly, a Kruskall Wallis test was used to compare the blood vessels number after 24 

weeks (Figure 3.19). In this case the results gave a significant value of p=0.03. 

Therefore, a Mann Whitney test was used to compare each treatment and the control, to 

find major differences. The outcome showed significant higher differences between 

a b c d 

e f g h 
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porous 1000 µm implants comparing them with CM (p=0.009) and the porous 1000 µm 

implants comparing them with CM (p=0.02). 

The same pore size of the flange was compared after 12 and 24 weeks using the non-

parametric test Mann-Whitey (Figure 3.20). Significant results were found only after 

comparing the two CM flanges: the number of blood vessels counted at 12 weeks were 

significantly higher than the number of blood vessels counted after 24 weeks (p=0.03).  

 

Figure 3.18: example of blood vessels counting on three different areas after 12 weeks a) 
blood vessels counted in zone 1; b) blood vessels counted in zone 3; c) blood vessels 
counted in zone 3. 

 

Figure 3.19: : examples of blood vessels counting after 24 weeks on three different zones: 
a) zone1, b) zone 2 and c) zone 3. 

 

a b c 

a b c 
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Figure 3.20: Average of blood vessels counting after 12 and 24 weeks 

 

 

Figure 3.21: two examples of histological sections with blood vessels at different 
magnification. The blood vessels are the round structures indicated with the arrows. 
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3.4 Discussion  

The early soft tissue attachment and ingrowth within the flange and the pylon is a very 

important event for the success of the ITAP. It is necessary that the skin seals around 

the implant very tightly, in order to prevent both relative movements and the bacteria to 

penetrate inside the body through the gaps at the interface with the pylon. In fact, it is 

usually hoped that the seal is formed within the first few weeks from the surgery to 

facilitate fast recovery of the wound (Pendegrass et al., 2008) and to prevent bacterial  

migration into the soft tissues and  also to prevent the formation of a biofilm.  

In this chapter we have considered the main parameters involved during the 

physiological wound healing process after the implantation of the ITAP, such as the 

attachment of both the epidermis and dermis to the flange and pylon, and the blood 

vessels number. A good and organised tissue is an essential element to give the patient 

a good function of the ITAP. 

In our in-vivo ovine model we wanted to recreate an “simaulated amputation” by 

insterting an ITAP on the tibia of 10 sheep for 12 and 24 weeks.  An  amputation model 

in an animal is not considered to be ethically  warrented by the Home Office in the UK 

and for that reason we used a model that has been used previosuly used (Pendegrass 

et al., 2008) 

The first parameter considered was the epithelial downgrowth. We were interested if the 

skin was attached to the metal of the pylon. Our results didn’t show any significant 

differences between the different porosities on the 3D ALM printed flanges and the 

controls on the same timepoints. But it was possible to differentiate some differences at 

12 weeks for example for the 700 µm and all the other implants, where the epidermis 

downgrowth was overall greater comparing it with the other porosities and controls, 

while, on the contrary, it was smaller for the 1000 µm pores implant. This might mean 

that the smaller pores of the flange can negatively influence the early epidermis 

attachment, as the pores might be too small, in the first instance, to permit a proper 
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epithelial and sub-epithelial attachment and ingrowth. On the other hand , bigger size of 

pores such as 1000 µm might have a better time/space relationship for cell attachment 

(Naganuma, 2017), giving keratinocytes and fibroblasts the chance to fill the spaces 

earlier, compared to the plain porous flange. 

The comparison of epidermis attachment between the same pore size at the 12 and 24 

weeks shows an overall negative trend after 24 weeks post-surgery. One of the most 

challenging aspects for ITAP to succeed is the dermis and epidermis attachment to the 

metal of the pylon. In this experiment, the results show an opposite trend from what we 

were expecting and further improvements such as surface modification with biomimetic 

materials must be investigated and tested. However, these results show that the porosity 

of the flange may not influence the keratinization of the metal pylon of the flange and 

they are not sufficient to estimate the failure of the implant. In fact, the second parameter 

considered was the percentage of the dermis attachment. In this case, after 12 and 24 

weeks, significantly greater values were found for the 3D ALM printed flange compared 

to the porous plain one. These results for dermis attachment to the pylon after 12 weeks 

are very important: In fact, the sooner the implant is covered by the skin, the better the 

implant will survive free from infection, as  this will  influence  the “race for the 

surface”(Busscher et al., 2012).  

The sub-epithelial attachment to the flange gave significant greater results for all the 

porous 3D ALM implants against the plain ones. In fact, as seen also on the histology 

pictures (Figure 3.17), the metal meshes of the 3D ALM porous flanges were 

successfully filled and covered by the soft tissue after 12 and 24 weeks. This support our 

initial hypothesis regarding the improvement of the soft tissue ingrowth within the 3D 

ALM porous implant. In fact, this three dimensional structure enhances the cell 

attachment and ingrowth, providing a wider contact surface comparing this with the plain 

flange. Moreover the shear stresses and forces are distributed on a bigger area, 

diminishing the  wear impact on the abutment (Science, 2015). Consequently, to this, 
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the blood vessels number was significantly higher after 24 weeks for implants with 1000 

µm pore size comparing with 1250 µm and CM (Figure 3.19). The  number of blood 

vessels is very important  for tissue regeneration, because the vascularization is vital for 

the promotion of the wound healing and physiological functions of the skin such as 

oxygenation and nutrients distribution (Caiado et al., 2011). Hence, our results show a 

positive trend after 24 weeks post-surgery of vascularization and blood vessels formation 

on the soft tissue surrounding the ITAP within the 3D ALM porous flange, further 

consolidating our hypothesis. 

One of the main limitations of this study was the way the implants were inserted into the 

tibiae. In this case, the implants had to be inserted transversally into the bone because 

of the animal licence’s limitation which prevents the animal to undergo an amputation. 

Hence, the mechanical forces and the body weight, during this study, were different form 

a “real” amputation scenario as they were applied transversally and not vertically as 

happens on reality. However, our results can be still taken into consideration as the soft 

tissue attachment and ingrowth within the flange is a multifactorial and a three-

dimensional event taking place depending on multi-directional forces and influences.  

Overall, despite the size of the pores, this study shows that the 3D ALM porous implants, 

have a better impact on the soft tissue attachment and ingrowth comparing them with 

the CM plain flange. Three of the four most important parameters considered for the 

success of the ITAP integration within the body, met the expected outcome. The dermal 

attachment to the metal of the pylon has to be further investigated using different 

strategies which might involve the metal surface modification to improve the 

keratinocytes attachment.  
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Chapter 4 Modification of titanium surface with 

nanotubes 
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4.1 Introduction 

Although 3D ALM porous ITAP flange has been seen as a successful design for soft 

tissue attachment in-vivo in the previous chapter 3 (and previous experiments of our 

group - Chimutengwende-Gordon et al. 2017), dermal attachment has still to be 

improved. To overcome this problem, it is necessary to modify the titanium surface of the 

ITAP with a material able to improve the cell attachment of dermis and epidermis. For 

this reason, TiO2 nanotubes were considered a good candidate, as they has been 

previously investigated in literature that their physical, chemical and morphological 

properties have been shown to enhance cell proliferation and attachment (Kulkarni et al. 

2016, Iglic et al. 2011, Park et al. 2007, Imani et al. 2012, Kulkarni et al. 2014)).  

TiO2 nanotubes are porous structures on the range of the nanoscale, generated by 

electrochemical anodization, and  they form from the oxide layer that naturally forms on 

pure titanium (Park et al., 2007). They are arranged perpendicularly on the surface and 

their length varies from 1 – 5 µm. Even though the exact mechanism by which nanotubes 

can improve the cell attachment is not clear, few theories have been suggested for this 

process. The first is about the diameter: Schmuki et.al hypothesised that a specific 

diameter of nanotubes (15~20nm) would be an optimal substrate for cell attachment as 

this size is similar to the size of the focal adhesions complexes found in the cells, and 

they can anchor more effectively comparing to larger diameters of nanotubes such as 

100nm (Park et al., 2007). The second and more reliable theory involves the electrical 

charges at the edges of the tubes: Nanotubes are negatively charged, and their tubular 

shape can enlarge the surface of contact with the cells enhancing the attachment of the 

focal adhesions proteins and the strength of cell attachment (Imani et al., 2012)(Kulkarni 

et al., 2016). 

Following this, I hypothesised that the optimal size of nanotubes can improve cell 

attachment on ITAP flange. 
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In this chapter I aimed to investigate the generation of an optimised protocol to modify 

the surface of pure titanium with nanotubes of different sizes and test them for their 

mechanical, chemical and morphological properties.  

4.2 Materials and methods 

4.2.1 Titanium Discs preparation 

Pure titanium bars (99.9%) were purchased by Goodfellow (UK), resized in discs of 3mm 

thickness, and 9.9mm of diameter. They were ground and polished using a grinding 

machine (Exact 400 CS, 110, De) with different grades of silicon  carbide papers (400, 

600, 800, 1200, 2500, 4000) until the surface was mirror finished. The discs were then 

washed 20 minutes in pure acetone, 20 minutes in 70% ethanol and 20 minutes in 

distilled water to eliminate any sign of grease or dirt. 

Nanotubes were generated also on 3D surfaces such as pure titanium metal wire (Metal 

Clay, UK) with a diameter of 3mm and on 3D ALM porous scaffolds received from a 

previous study made of pure titanium (Figure 4.1). Four discs were generated for each 

test, and a total of around 50 tests were done in order to obtain all the discs necessary 

for the in-vitro experiment. 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Titanium specimens for: A) discs, 9,9mm diameter and 3mm thickness; B) wire 
8mm length and 2mm thickness, C) 3D-ALM porous scaffold, 8mm length and 3mm 
thickness. The  

4.2.2 Electrolyte preparation 

The electrolyte used for the electrochemical deposition was organic, made of 70% 

Ethylene Glycol (purchased from Fisher BioReagents, USA), 30% of de-ionized water 
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and 1.2% of Ammonium Fluoride (Fisher Chemicals, UK). The solution was then stirred 

in a plastic container for forty minutes to let the ammonium fluoride powder dissolve 

completely. 

The electrodes were connected to a power supply, the titanium specimen was used as 

anode where the metal discs were inserted in a plastic support connected with the 

electrode with pure titanium and platinum wires to improve the electrical conductivity. 

The cathode used was a pure platinum squared foil 4 x 4 cm. The distance between 

cathode and anode was set at 3 cm. The experimental set up is shown in Figure 4.2. 

 

Figure 4.2: Electrochemical cell: electrical power supply connected to the cathode and 
anode, immersed in the electrochemical solution and constantly stirred. 

 

 

4.2.3 Electrochemical anodization process 

Once the samples were loaded, the electrical power supply was turned on. The 

processing parameters used in this study are shown in Table 3. The nanotubes obtained 

had different diameters depending on the voltage and processing duration applied.  
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After the procedure, the discs were ultra-sonicated for one minute in acetone, 70% of 

methanol and deionized water, then dried with NO2 gas. In order to eliminate the residual 

high concentration of fluorine, the discs were washed twice with sterile deionized water 

at 65⁰ C, overnight on a plate-shaker and at 37⁰C for 3 hours. 

4.2.4 Morphological analyses 

Atomic Force Microscopy was used to examine the morphology and stiffness of the 

nanotubes generated at 20V, 30V, 40V and controls using a Flex AFM in “raster” scan 

acquisition mode and collecting the entire force volume (FV) map.  

Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-SEM) was used to the morphology 

and size of the nanotubes (FEI quanta 200 FEG SEM). Image analysis was performed 

to the acquired SEM images by using Image J (IBM version 2013) to determine the 

diameters of the nanotubes. 

4.2.5 Chemical analyses 

EDS analyses (EVO 25, Zeiss) were performed to determine the composition of the 

nanotubes and the quantity of fluorine before and after the washing. 

4.2.6 Crystallinity examination 

XRD was used on nanotubes and control to examine the crystallinity of the nanotube by 

using a Siemens D5000 XRD machine. 

4.2.7 Surface Wettability 

Water Contact angle test was performed using Kruss DSA 100, drop shape analyser, 

(Germany). The contact angle was detected in static mode and images of the droplets 

(1ul) were captured with the integrated camera. The corresponding contact angles 

(theta) was calculated using Kruss DSA 100 software in five repeats 
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4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Electrochemical anodization 

As shown in Table 3the nanotubes generated at different time points resulted in a range 

of different sizes from 20nm (smaller size) to 110nm (largest size). In order to optimise 

the protocol, the experiments were performed at varied repeated several times, changing 

parameters such as the temperature, the voltage and the time to determine the effect of 

the processing parameter on the generation of nanotube. It was found that the only 

parameter able to change the size of the nanotubes was the voltage applied. 

Every stock of nanotubes generated was checked with the SEM in order to confirm their 

shape and size distribution. 

Table 3: showing the parameters used to generate nanotubes. 

Voltage (Volt) Current (Ampere) Time (minutes) 
Range of 

diameter (nm) 

20 0.10 – 0.18 30 20 - 40 

30 0.13 – 0.20 30 40 - 80 

40 0.30 – 0.35 30 90 -110 

 

4.3.2 Morphological analyses – FE-SEM 

SEM examination revealed that the size of nanotubes ranged from 20 – 100 nm, as 

reported in Table 3.  As shown on Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4, nanotubes resulted in three 

different ranges of size. The overall distribution was homogeneous in most of the cases, 

with one layer of nanotubes disposed perpendicularly to the surface, with a round shape 

and a length between 1 and 5 μm 
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Figure 4.5 shows the topographic profile obtained using AFM in “raster” scan acquisition 

modality (Dinarelli, Girasole and Longo, 2018). It is possible to see the different profile 

of nanotubes as expected comparing these images with the one made using the FE-

SEM. 

 Figure 4.6 shows the nanotube generated all around the 3D wire with diameters around 

100-110nm. Similarly, Figure 4.7 shows the modification of the 3D scaffold surface with 

nanotubes. It was not possible to detect nanotubes inside the deeper holes, but some 

pictures not reported here, show that nanotubes had grown and were present at the 

edges of the meshes.  

 

Figure 4.3: FE-SEM pictures of nanotubes generated a) at 20V, b) at 30V and c) at 40V. 
Magnification bar 4µm 
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Figure 4.4: length of nanotubes A) 2um B) 1.5um, C) 5um (mag bar 4um). 

            

Figure 4.5: AFM topographic images of nanotubes generated at A) 20V, B) 30V and C) 40V. 

 

 

Figure 4.6: nanotubes detected on titanium wire at different magnifications, 10um, 6 um, 
5 um and 3 um. 

A B C 
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Figure 4.7: nanotubes generated on the 3D ALM scaffold (mag bar: 2 and 1um) 

4.3.3 Chemical analyses - EDS 

EDS analyses were performed on discs in order to determine the exact chemical 

composition and, more importantly, the fluorine concentration (Figure 4.8). The 

elements’ percentage was as expected, with a majority of titanium and oxygen. Fluorine 

in a high concentration is toxic for cells, and hence it is important to keep it at a low level, 

with a series of washings. Table 4 shows the differences in the concentration of the 

elements on two samples modified with nanotubes before and after the washing (sample 

1 before and sample 2 after on Table 4). After the washing process, the fluorine atomic 

concentration dropped from 14.08 to 9.04 atomic percentage, which results in a non-

toxic level for cells. 

Titanium atomics’ concentration varied (from 29.45 to 42.14) probably due to the washing 

method which might have cleaned some organic residues or impurities from the surface 

of the disc.  

          

Figure 4.8: EDS spectra A) before washing the samples and B) after washing the samples: 
the levels of fluorine are lower. 

A 
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4.3.4 Crystal structure – XRD analyses 

 One sample was tested with X- ray diffraction (XRD) in order to obtain information 

regarding the crystalline structure. The data obtained were analysed with Match! 

Software version 3.8.3.151. The X ray diffraction pattern resulted in an hexagonal crystal 

structure with a formula of TiO6 confirming the composition of the discs. However, the 

crystallographic pattern showed controversial results as the peaks found at 35 and 40 

degrees (Figure 4.9), compared with spectra  found in literature for TiO2 nanotubes (Zhao 

et al. 2007; Chi et al. 2012; Spotz et al. 2019, Schmuky et al 2011 ), show a typical 

anatase structure. The anatase structure is typically found in nanotubes that have been 

processed using high temperatures (usually 400-450⁰C). In my samples the nanotubes 

were not treated with high temperatures, but occasionally, during the electrochemical 

anodization process, the temperature reached a maximum peak of 80⁰C. This might 

have been the case for the sample analysed, and this temperature might have changed 

the final crystal structure of the nanotubes.  Even though it has been seen in previous 

studies that the crystal structure of nanotubes does not influence the cell fate (Schmuky 

et al 2011), I was expecting an amorphous phase as per the way the nanotubes have 

been generated. This analysis has to be repeated with more samples (at least three for 

each size of nanotubes) to demonstrate their crystal structure.  

A B 

Table 4: EDS spectra A) before washing the samples and B) after washing the 
samples. 
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Figure 4.9: XRD spectrum showing typical peaks at 35 and 40 degrees for an anatase state 
on titanium oxide nanotubes. 

 

4.3.5 Surface Wettability 

Figure 4.10 shows the trend of the contact angle behaviour on nanotubes and controls. 

As stated by Anon 2014, a substrate is defined hydrophilic if the static contact angle is < 

90⁰. In all our samples, the contact angle was let than 90⁰, thus both titanium controls 

and nanotubes can be defined as hydrophilic. The average contact angle measured on 

my samples is reported in Table 5. From these results it is possible to observe a 

difference in the three contact angles formed by a water droplet on nanotubes: The 

nanotubes generated at 20V, with the smaller diameter show a contact angle of 24⁰, 

while, on the other nanotubes generated at 30V and 40V, the average contact angle is   

20⁰ and 12⁰, respectively. This could be explained by the different diameters of the tubular 

structures that influence the absorbance of the water droplet largely more than the 

smaller ones, in fact, the bigger diameter, the smaller theta angle was detected.  

 

 

Table 5: static contact angle average for nanotubes and controls 
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4.4 Discussion and Conclusion 

TiO2 nanotubes are very innovative materials used in many fields such as solar panels, 

batteries and, regenerative medicine. The titanium and titanium alloy’s physical and 

chemical properties make them one of the most suitable biomaterials for tissue 

engineering and medical application due to their good biocompatibility, great tensile 

strength, flexibility and high corrosion resistance (Williams, 2008). For these reasons, 

TiO2 nanotubes are considered a possible  way to enhance cell attachment  and tissue 

integration such as osseointegration and tissue regeneration on prosthetic 

implants(Kulkarni et al., 2014). 

The aim of this chapter was to establish a protocol to modify the surface of my titanium 

samples. These samples were different from the ones usually found in literature (which 

are mainly titanium foil) as per their size and shape. The reason why our samples were 

thicker and porous was to recreate a similar condition found in an ITAP flange in order 

to eventually, modify it with nanotubes. For this reason I had to optimize protocols found 

in literature accordingly to different parameters such as the sample thickness, surface 

area, the holder conductivity and voltage.   

A B C D 

Figure 4.10: contact angle pictures of samples generated at: A) 20V, B) 30V, 
C) 40V and D) control. 
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The results obtained from this study showed that the protocol we have optimized, worked 

with our samples, resulting in an easy and reproducible method. Figure 4.3 and Figure 

4.4, show a homogeneous distribution of nanotubes on the surface of all the samples 

considered in this study. The tubes had defined range of diameters accordingly to the 

voltages applied demonstrating that our protocol was successfully tailored for the 

samples of interest.  

Some of the most important elements for nanotubes to be compatible in a biological 

environment, (in our case in contact with cells such as fibroblasts, keratinocytes and 

osteoblasts), are their mechanical, structural and chemical properties. Their chemical 

characteristics, tested with EDS, gave initially a high percentage of fluoride. This element 

has a high level of cytotoxicity, as explained by Barbier et al. 2010 and Lukic et al. 2012, 

because fluoride can inhibit the metabolic activity of cells acting as an effective anabolic 

agent, binding other elements (such as Al)  and interfering with important enzymes such 

as phosphorylase (Barbier, Arreola-Mendoza and Del Razo, 2010). Our samples were 

tested for viability (using live/dead assay) soon after the anodization process, resulting 

in a very low percentage of living cells comparing with a high percentage in dead cells 

after 1 day of seeding. Hence, a finalized washing protocol was determined after few 

attempts, to optimise for cell viability after one day (Chapter 5). 

Another important parameter that influences the cell viability on a substrate is the 

roughness: even if the exact mechanism involving the relationship between cell 

attachment and morphology is not still clear, it has been seen in literature that surface’s 

roughness is more prone to stimulate cell attachment and viability especially if it is 

isotropic and ordered. Our outcome shows that on all the three surfaces considered, an 

ordered alignment of the nanotubes with a rough profile (as seen on the AFM roughness 

profile). This can positively influence the cell fate and the potential application of  these 

surfaces  for soft tissue attachment and integration .  

Another important parameter for cell viability and attachment is the surface wettability of 

a biomaterial which regulates protein adsorption and cell attachment.  After the nanotube 
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formation, my samples increased their wettability characteristic, especially on samples 

generated at 40V with an average diameter of nanotubes of 110nm. With this diameter, 

the water can be adsorbed into the porous structures, giving this substrate similar 

properties to the ECM. 

 

Controversial results regarding the crystal structure of the nanotubes and cell viability 

have been investigated by previous studies (Popat et al. 2007, Park et al. 2007). It is still 

unclear if the crystal structure of a sample can significantly increase or decrease the cell 

viability or cell attachment. In this study the crystal structure of my samples appeared to 

be anatase, even though no heat treatment was used to change the crystal structure, in 

fact I was expecting a peak, confirming that the nanotubes generated with this optimised 

protocol were in an amorphous crystal phase. This analysis must be repeated using at 

least three samples generated at a controlled temperature. 

 

As future work, measuring the stiffness of nanotubes could be an important point in 

relation with the cell attachment and differentiation of cells  on titanium surfaces : 

Nanotubes might mimic the same stiffness of bone or ECM, acting like a biomimetic 

surface , which can promote cell attachment more than the bulk material (Fergal, 2011).  

In fact, the stiffness required for soft tissue integration ranges between 5KPa and 1.7 

MPa for muscle tissue and 110 KPa for skin (Cremers et al. 2015, Oloyede et al. 2015), 

while for bone the stiffness values are around 10-20 GPa (Akhmanova et al., 2015). 

According to Oloyede et al., the TiO2 nanotubes stiffness varies between 5.1 GPa and 

93.8 GPa, depending on diameter variables as per the generation protocol.   

 

In conclusion, I have managed to generate a protocol to modify the surface of our 

samples with nanotubes with defined and controlled diameters. The mechanical 

properties of nanotubes, compared with the ones found in literature, can make the TiO2 

nanotubes an ideal substrate for cell attachment on ITAP flanges. 
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Chapter 5 : Growth and attachment of Human 

Dermal Fibroblasts and Human Keratinocytes 

on TiO2 nanotubes 
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5.1 Introduction 

As reported in Chapter 2, an ITAP with a porous and 3D ALM flange shown positive 

results in terms of soft tissue attachment and ingrowth when compared with a 

commercially plain flange. The results obtained were good but still not sustainable and 

reliable enough, as the down-growth of the epidermis and dermis, in some cases, is not 

completely prevented. To overcome these issues and to give the implant a better and 

more sustainable performance within the body, I decided to modify the surface of the 

titanium prosthesis with titanium oxide nanotubes to improve cell and tissue attachment 

to the ITAP. TiO2 nanotubes are a cheap and easy to make substrate which have been 

shown in literature to be biocompatible, in terms of cell viability, well tolerated by the 

body and capable of enhancing cell attachment (Imani et al. 2012; Park et al. 2007). 

After the implantation of the ITAP, re-epithelialization process starts soon after surgery , 

involving different cell types such as monocytes, keratinocytes, fibroblasts (Ho et al. 

2017), and, at this stage, it is fundamental that the substrate allows the cells to proliferate 

proficiently. The “race for the surface” described by Anthony Gristina for the first time is, 

in fact, a phenomenon which has a relevant importance during this crucial phase, as the 

host tissue should “win” the race, defending the substrate from the pathogen invasion, 

avoiding  infection (Busscher et al. 2012). In this chapter, nanotubes were used to 

improve the soft tissue attachment due to their morphological and surface properties that 

should facilitate the host tissue to interact early after the wound healing process. 

In this chapter, I wanted to investigate the viability and attachment of human dermal 

fibroblasts and human keratinocytes on titanium surface modified with nanotubes. 

The metabolic activity and cell viability was detected using the Presto Blue assay, and 

the Live/Dead assay. In order to evaluate the cell attachment, two main proteins involved 

in the process of adhesion, were used as reference and investigated, following previous 

works made by our group (Pendegrass et al. 2012, Pendegrass et al. 2008, 

Chimutengwende-Gordon et al. 2017). The first was vinculin, a highly conserved 
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structural attachment protein, located inside the cell membrane, which is mainly 

expressed in fibroblasts and implicated in many aspects of cell adhesion such as focal 

adhesion dynamics at the leading edges of migrating cells, force transduction, cell-cell 

adhesion and cell-matrix adhesion (Tolbert et al. 2014). The second protein considered 

was Collagen XVII, specifically expressed by keratinocytes, which is a transmembrane 

protein that anchors the cell to the basal membrane and at the same time, interacts with 

the extracellular matrix proteins (Zhang et al. 2018). Cell attachment was detected using 

both immunofluorescence and molecular biology techniques. 

 

Based on literature investigations, the adhesion of fibroblasts and keratinocytes on TiO2 

nanotubes is significantly greater comparing with smooth metal surfaces. For ITAP, the 

adhesion of dermal fibroblasts and epithelial cells is key to create an infection-resistant 

interface, hence I hypothesise that nanotubes will facilitate increased cell adhesion 

compared with smooth polished controls.   

 

The aim of this in-vitro study chapter was to use two different cell lines, Human Dermal 

Fibroblasts and Human dermal Keratinocytes, to assess cell attachment on nanotubes 

with different diameters and compare them with smooth titanium surface that are 

currently used.  
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5.2 Materials and Methods 

5.2.1 Nanotubes sterilization 

Discs generated using electrochemical anodization with different voltages and 

measuring on average 20nm, 80nm and 110nm (see previous chapter). They were 

sterilized under a biosafety cabinet using first 70% of Ethanol (IMS) twice for 30 minutes, 

then washed in sterile Phosphate Buffer Saline (PH 7, Gibco) twice for 10 minutes, then 

left overnight under UV light. The day after, they were placed in a new sterile 24 well 

plate and filled with Dulbecco’s modified Eagle Medium (GIBCO) for 30 minutes. DMEM 

was then removed and discs left drying for one hour before starting the experiment. 

5.2.2 Cell culture 

During these experiments four cell lines were used: Human Dermal Fibroblasts 

immortalised 1RB.3.G (purchased by ECACC), immortalised human keratinocytes 

received form a previous study, primary human dermal fibroblasts and keratinocytes 

(Passage 2) kindly donated by Zhejiang University (China) from a 50 years old female 

and 61 years old male healthy patients, respectively. 

Cells were defrosted from liquid nitrogen, and seeded on a T25 flask (VMR) with 

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (GIBCO) supplemented with 1% of Penicillin/ 

Streptomycin and 10% of Foetal Calf Serum. The cells were cultured and media was 

changed every other day, until they reached the 80/90% of confluence and then 

trypsinized with 1% of trypsin (Sigma) in PBS for 5 minutes in CO2 incubator. Trypsin 

was then neutralized with the same amount of media. Cell were then centrifuged and re-

suspended in 1 ml of DMEM for counting. 20.000 cells were seeded on the surface of 

discs modified with nanotubes and on smooth discs as controls, for three time-points of 

24 hours, 48 hours and 72 hours. Each test was carried with 6 repeats each treatment. 
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5.2.3 Metabolic activity test: Presto blue 

Proliferation was measured using a Presto blue assay (Biorad) and was performed on 

the cell lines. Media was removed from the 24 wells plate and replaced with 1ml each 

well of DMEM supplemented with 10% of Presto blue. The 24 well plate was incubated 

for 30 minutes at 37⁰ C and 5%CO2, then 100 μl from each well were placed in a black 

96 well plate in duplicates for the fluorescent reading. A plater reader (TECAN, infinite 

series) was used to read the fluorescence intensity with the appropriate programme for 

Presto Blue (560nm adsorption and 590 nm emission wavelength). Data obtained by the 

plate reader were reported in an Excel sheet, normalized for the blank and analysed with 

SPSS IBM version 24 programme for the statistical analyses. 

5.2.4 Live/Dead assay 

Live/ Dead (Abcam) assay, based on Ethidium homodimer (red) and Calcein AM (green), 

was performed to identify the  number of living cells (green colour) relative to the number 

of dead cells (red colour). Media was removed from the well plate, cells were washed 

with PBS and 1 ml of solution containing the Live/Dead staining was added. Samples 

were kept in foil and incubated for 30 minutes at 37⁰ C and 5%CO2, then washed once 

with PBS and observed with a fluorescent microscope (Zeiss Apotome). The pictures 

were analysed with Image-J software following the protocol by BRTIlifeSciences 2015 

(Appendix 7). 

5.2.5 Immunofluorescence 

Immunofluorescence was performed in triplicates at three different time-points (day 1, 

day 2 and day 3). Discs were washed in PBS (Gibco) three times for 5 minutes then 

placed in 10% formal saline buffer for 10 minutes. Samples were then washed 3 times 

for 10 minutes with non-sterile PBS, then incubated at room temperature in a blocking 

solution of 3% of Bovine Serum (Sigma) in PBS for 30 minutes, then removed and placed 

in a new dry 24-well plate.  50ul of primary antibody anti-vinculin produced in mouse 
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(Sigma V9131) diluted in 0.05% of Triton-X-100 to a volume of 2ml (Thermo Fisher) was 

added to each sample and left for 90 minutes at room temperature in dark. The discs 

were then washed 3 times for 10 minutes in PBS and a 50ul drop of secondary antibody 

Alexa Fluor 488 (Sigma) diluted in PBS (1:1000) and DAPI (Abcam) was added and 

incubated at room temperature in dark for 120 minutes. After that, samples were washed 

3 times with PBS and mounted using aqueous media with a coverslip and sealed with 

nail polish (appendix 4). 

5.2.6 Vinculin quantification 

The software used to analyse vinculin markers was Fiji 64bits. The optimised protocol 

used was taken from Pesen-Okvur (2014) using different steps: first subtracting  the 

background noise, sliding the paraboloid with rolling ball radius set to 50 pixels, then 

enhancing the local contrast using CLAHE (block size=19, histogram bins=256, max 

slope=6), applying mathematical exponential (EXP) to further minimize the background 

manually and balancing the bright and contrast. Then applying the LOG 3D filter (sigma 

x=5, sigma y=5), adjusting the threshold (255 white and 0 black). Last step was to set 

the analysing particles choosing the size and circularity (50 to infinite). 

5.2.7 Confocal Microscope 

Confocal images were take using two microscopes: Zeiss 780 upright confocal 

microscope (Zeiss) and Leica SPE confocal microscope (Leica). 

5.2.8 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) 

After the three time-points (day1, 2, and 3) one disc for each treatment was washed in 

PBS twice and fixed in 2.5% Glutaraldehyde 0.1M in PBS at 4 degrees overnight. The 

day after they were washed with 0.1M PBS at room temperature 3 time for 15 minutes, 

then 1% of Osmium tetroxide in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer was added covering the surface 

of the samples and left for 1 hour and 30 minutes. Discs were then washed 3 times for 

15 minutes in PBS. A series of ethanol dilutions were used to dehydrate the samples as 
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follow for 15 minutes: 30%, 50%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%, and 100% twice for 20 minutes 

(Appendix 2). Samples were critical point dried for three hours, coated with Palladium in 

a vacuum coater for 5 minutes and observed with a Field Emission SEM (Eol). 

5.2.9 Western Blotting 

After day 1 and 3, the semi-quantitative expression of vinculin and collagen XVII on all 

the treatments and controls were determined using Western Blot. Cells were scraped out 

form the nanotubes using a cell scraper plus 100µl of RIPA buffer containing protease 

inhibitor (Sigma) and quantified using the Pierce® Modified Lowry Protein Assay Kit 

(Thermo Scientific) according to the manufacturer protocol. Then 35µg of proteins were 

added to each well, left running for 45 minutes and then transferred to cellulose 

membranes. Consequently they were blocked for 30 minutes with2.5% BSA and 0.05% 

Tween 20 in PBS, then incubated with a solution of 1:200 rabbit monoclonal vinculin 

antibody, rabbit monoclonal anti collagen XVII and an internal control of anti-beta actin 

overnight (Abcam). Successively, rinsed with PBS and incubated with secondary 

antibody goat anti-rabbit IgG-H&L (Abcam) for 2 hours. The blot were developed using 

the Clarity Western ECL (Biorad) and visualised using the ChemiDox XRS System 

(Biorad)(Appendix 8). 

5.2.10 Real- time PCR array 

Total RNA was isolated from fibroblasts and keratinocytes seeded on different sizes of 

nanotubes and controls after day 1 and 3, using TRI Reagent (Sigma), according to the 

manufacturer instructions (see Appendix). The total RNA was quantified using a 

nanodrop spectrophotometer, measuring at 260/280nm. cDNA was then synthetized 

using high capacity cDNA reverse Transcription kit (Thermo Fisher). In order to obtain 

gene expression analyses, primers for human vinculin (F: 5’-

CGTCCGGGTTGGAAAAGAGA-3 and R: 3’-AAGGATTCCCCTAGAGCCGT -5’) and 

human collagen XVII (F:5’-ACGGATCCGCAGCGGCTACATAAACTC-‘3 and R : 5’-
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GCGAAGCTTGCAGCTCCATCTCCTTCTT-3’) were obtained from Eurofins genes and 

GDAPH(F:5’-GAAGGTGAAGGTCGGAGTC-‘3 and R: 5’- 

GAAGATGGTGATGGGATTTC-‘3)- was used as internal control. The semi-quantitative 

gene expression was measured with CXF 96 Touch System (Bio-Rad), following the 

manufacturer instructions. The data obtained were measured using the 2-ΔCT system. 

The value obtained were normalized on the values of the GADPH internal control. 

(Appendix 9) 

5.2.11 Statistical analyses 

Results were analysed using IBM-SPSS version 24 for Windows and p <0.05 were 

considered significant. A Shapiro Wilkin was used to evaluate the normal distribution of 

data. As the data was non parametric a Kruskall Wallis test was used to identify any 

significant differences and a Mann-Whitney-U test was used to determine the p value 

between two groups. 
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5.3 Results: immortalized cell lines 

5.3.1 Metabolic activity on immortalized Human dermal fibroblasts 

The metabolic activity was tested after day 1, 2 and 3 using Presto Blue. The results 

were tested with SPSS IBM version 24, initially with the normality test Shapiro Wilk, 

showing a non-normal distribution of the data. Hence, the non-parametric Kruskall-Wallis 

test was used resulting in a p=0.002 for day 1 and p=0.01 for day 3. Consequently, the 

Mann Whitney U test was used to observe more precisely where these differences were 

significant, showing that on bigger size of nanotubes, the metabolic activity was 

significantly higher at day 3, comparing with day1 and day2 (p=0.007 and p=0.01). On 

the controls, there was a significantly higher metabolic activity between day 3 and day 1 

(p=0.008, Figure 5.1). There was no significant difference between the proliferation of 

fibroblasts on smooth titanium and surfaces those on a titanium nanotube surface. There 

was no significant difference between cell proliferations on any of the nanotube surfaces.  

 

Figure 5.1: Graph showing the metabolic activity tested with Presto blue on HDF on day 
1,2 and 3. The bars on graph show the standard deviation. The y axis shows the 
absorbance at 570nm. There is a general increase in proliferation over the time of the 
experiment and that   for the control samples and for the cells  grown on the larger 
nanotubes (110nm) this  is significant.  There is no significant differences in proliferation 
for cells grown on nanotubes compared with smooth titanium surface (control).        
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5.3.2  Live/Dead analysis of Human Dermal Fibroblasts 

Fibroblasts were stained with Calcein-AM and ethidium homodimer for the live dead 

assay at day 1, 2 and 3. Figure 5.2 shows in green the living cells and in red, the dead 

cells. The percentage of live and dead cell was calculated using the protocol reported in 

in appendix 6 (BRTIlifeSciences 2015). Data were tested for any significant difference 

using SPSS IBM version 24. After testing for normality using the Kolomov-Smirnoff, the 

data were normally distributed, so a t-test test was used to find any difference in the 

means. There was no significant differences   in   number of live or dead cells on all of 

the surfaces, although a trend was seen with the   average of living cells which was 

higher on the larger nanotubes. Similar results can be seen for the dead cells, although 

there is no significant differences in the number of dead cells.  However, the number of 

dead cells does appear to be lower on the control surfaces compared to the other 

treatments,(Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3). 

 

Figure 5.2: Live/dead pictures showing HDF seeded on different sizes of nanotubes and 
controls ad day1,2 and 3 (magnification bar 100um). 
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Figure 5.3: percentage of Live/dead calculations: the green columns show the live cells, 
while the red columns show the dead ones.  

 

5.3.3 Vinculin markers on Human dermal Fibroblasts 

Following the staining protocol published by Gordon et al. 2010, the vinculin markers 

were visualized using the Fiji image software on confocal images to detect the markers 

on different layers (Figure 5.4). The results were plotted and analysed with IBM SPSS 

software version 24 (Figure 5.5). The data were non-normally distributed and parametric 

test Kruskall Wallis was used to determine significant values within all the treatments. 

The p-value after Kruskall Wallis test was p=0.005. In order to compare which treatment 

was more successful a Mann-Whitney U test was used comparing the same treatment 

at the two different time-points and the same time-points with different treatments. The 

results shown in Table 6 present significant higher number of vinculin markers on the 

110nm size of nanotubes comparing with the controls and all the other nanotubes sizes 

at day 1 and similarly at day 3, the bigger size of nanotubes resulted in a significantly 

higher expression of the vinculin markers comparing with controls and small and medium 

size of nanotubes. So, there is a trend on both time-points for the higher expression of 

vinculin markers which indicates that bigger size of nanotubes can improve cell 

attachment. 
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Figure 5.4: confocal images of HDF stained with DAPI (red) for nuclei and Vinculin markers 
(green), at different time-points. Vinculin markers are visible as small bright green dots 
distributed on the cell area and more concentrated on the perimeter (mag bar 20um). 
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Figure 5.5: graph showing the quantification of vinculin markers on HDF seeded on 
nanotubes and controls for three days. Vinculin markers increased significantly after day 
3 on 110nm size nanotubes comparing with controls and with the other size of nanotubes 
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Table 6: Mann Whitney calculations for vinculin counting after day 1 and 3. This table 
summarizes the significant values for vinculin markers compared between two treatments 
at time. 

MW D1 40nm 80nm 110nm control 

40nm x 0.164 0.001 0.0008 

80nm x x 0.004 0.0001 

110nm x x x 0.0001 

 control x x x x 

MW D3 40nm 80nm 110nm control 

40nm x 0.09 0.0001 0.3 

80nm x x 0.004 0.7 

110nm x x x 0.04 

control x x x x 

 

5.3.4 Western Blot on Human Dermal Fibroblasts 

The western blot was performed in triplicates and the gels pictures were analysed 

following the protocol by Miller (2010, Figure 5.7). The relative intensity of the bands on 

the gels was plotted in the graph below (Figure 5.6). The resulting data were analysed 

for statistical analyses using SPSS IBM version 24 for normality with Kolomov-Smirnoff 

first and for Kruskall-Wallis test after data were not normally distributed. The results gave 

no significant p-value (p >0.05) , however looking at Figure 5.6 it is possible to notice a 

higher relative intensity in the vinculin both at day 1 and 3 for the 110nm size of 

nanotubes comparing with the other treatments. 
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Figure 5.6: summarised western blot results for the relative expression of vinculin on HDF 
after day 1 and day 3.  

 

Figure 5.7: pictures of western blot gels for vinculin and beta actin as internal control.  

5.3.5 QPCR on Human Dermal Fibroblasts 

The relative gene expression of the Vinculin was detected using qRT-PCR using Vinculin 

and Beta Actin (Eurofins genomics, Germany). The data were analysed using the 2 -Δct  

method. The results are showed in Figure 5.8. 

The results were tested with IBM SPSS version 24 but did not give any significant 

differences after testing them with Kruskall Wallis test as they were not normally 

distributed. From the image, it is clear that the relative gene expression has a positive 

trend on nanotubes with a diameter of 110nm comparing with the other treatments both 

at day 1 and 3. 
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Figure 5.8: relative expression of vinculin gene in human dermal fibroblasts. 

 

 

 

5.3.6 Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope on HDF 

HDF seeded on discs modified with nanotubes and controls (no nanotubes), were 

prepared for the SEM following the protocol mentioned above. Pictures were taken at 

different magnifications to detect the shape and the interaction of the cells with the 

substrate. Particularly attention was focused on the cell morphology and the length of 

filopodia (Figure 5.9). 
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Figure 5.9: FE-SEM pictures taken to HDF seeded on different sizes of nanotubes at day 1 
and 3. The figures show fibroblasts spreading on nanotubes with a high number of 
filopodia, on the contrary on controls, cells do not have the same amount of protrusions.  
Arrows indicate the interactions of filopodia with nanotubes and cell-cell interactions. 

 

It is possible to observe a good level of organization in the 3D aspect of the cells. They 

look spreading on nanotubes, with a high number of lamellopodia and filopodia, 

suggesting that they are spreading on the surface, checking and populating the 

environment. In many cases many cell-cell contacts with high number of filopodia have 

been seen, on the controls however, the number of filopodia and lamellopodia is less 

and shorter than the ones on nanotubes. The length of filopodia was measured and 

compared statistically for the nanotubes and the controls as shown in Figure 5.10. 

Statistical analyses were done using Graphpad Prism software and analysed with 

Kruskall-Wallis test as they were non normally distributed. The p-value for the 

comparison of the nanotubes and controls within day 1 was p=0.0001. Hence Mann-

Whitney test was used to compare two treatments at time as shown on Table 7. 

Significantly longer filopodia were found on 110nm diameters of nanotubes comparing 

with the smaller size. At day one the filopodia length on larger nanotubes was 

significantly higher comparing with all the other nanotube’s sizes and control, while at 
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day three the length was significantly higher only comparing with the smaller sizes of 

nanotubes but not with the controls.  
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Figure 5.10: graph showing the length of filopodia measured on HDF after day 1 and 3. 
They were significantly higher at day 1 and 3 comparing with the smaller size of nanotubes. 

 

Table 7: Mann-Whitney calculations on length of filopodia at day 1 and 3. 

HDF D1 20nm 40nm 110nm control 

20nm x 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 

40nm x x 0.0002 0.65 

110nm x x x 0.0002 

control x x x x 

A 

HDF D3 20nm 40nm 110nm control 

20nm x 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 

40nm x x 0.15 0.0018 

110nm x x x 0.606 

control x x x x 
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B 

 

5.3.7 Metabolic activity on Immortalized Keratinocytes (HaCat) 

Keratinocytes were tested for their metabolic activity at day 1, 2 and3 using the Presto 

Blue fluorescent assay. The outcome, Figure 5.11 shows no significant differences 

between treatments and control, but a positive trend for a higher metabolic activity on 

day 3 for nanotubes of around 80nm size comparing with all the others and control. 
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Figure 5.11: Presto blue assay on HaCat at day 1, 2 and 3. The metabolic activity looks 
higher after two days of seeding, but the values are not statistically significant. 

 

5.3.8 Live/Dead assay after day 1, 2 and 3 on HaCat 

Live dead assay was performed each time point for three days. Data were collected and 

analysed for statistical significance. As seen in the pictures (Figure 5.12), the 

fluorescence of living cells is remarkably higher, especially at day 3, on the nanotube 

surfaces compared with controls. On nanotubes with a diameter of 20nm and 110 nm 

the cells formed a layer and individual cells were not discernible however on controls 

surfaces and on the 80 nm nanotubes individual cells could be identified as there were 

fewer. Statistical analyses however on the different treatments for live and for dead cells 

did not show any significant results. 
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Figure 5.12: Live/Dead assay on HaCat at day1, 2 and 3. At day 3 the number of living 
cells is higher comparing the other time points (mag bar 100um).  

 

5.3.9 Collagen XVII markers on HaCat 

Immunofluorescence staining for collagen XVII (Figure 5.13) was repeated many times 

on the samples, using few different protocols and antibodies brands but in all the cases 

it was very difficult to see the fluorescent markers as the auto fluorescence of the 

nanotubes interfered with the fluorescent wavelength of the secondary antibody. 
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Figure 5.13: immunofluorescence staining for Collagen XVII on nanotubes: the nanotubes 
are auto-fluorescent and it is not possible to distinguish the marker. 

 

5.3.10 Western Blot analyses for collagen XVII on HaCat 

Samples were analysed for semi-quantitative expression of the Collagen XVII with 

western blot for day 1 and 3 (Figure 5.14). Beta-actinin was used as internal control. Gels 

were analysed to obtain the relative intensity of the bands and the data obtained were 

analysed with SPSS IBM version 24 to see any significant results (Figure 5.15). 

The data were not normally distributed after using Kolomov-Smirnoff test for normality. 

Hence the Mann Whitney non parametric test was used in order to detect any significant 

difference between the treatments (Table 8). The relative Collagen XVII quantification 

resulted in a significantly higher values for keratinocytes seeded on 110nm nanotubes 

for both the two time-points comparing with the controls (p=0.03, p=0.046). Also on day 

1 there was a significant higher protein expression on 110nm nanotubes comparing with 

the 20nm and 80nm (p=0.03).   
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Figure 5.14: pictures of western blot gels of Collagen XVII for HaCat. 
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Figure 5.15: calculations of semi-quantitative expression of Collagen XVII on HaCat. 

 

Table 8: Mann-Whitney tables for Hacat at day 1 (A) and 3 (B). 

 

D1 Hacat 

wb 

20nm 80nm 110n

m 

contro

l 

20nm x 0.03 0.03 0.48 

80nm x x 0.127 0.245 

110nm x x x 0.05 

control x x x x 

  
A 
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D3 Hacat 

wb 

20nm 80nm 110nm control 

20nm x 0.45 0.53 0.12 

80nm x x 0.12 0.12 

110nm x x x 0.046 

control x x x x 

 

 

 

5.3.11 QPCR – relative expression of Collagen XVII on HaCat 

 

Data were analysed using the 2Δct method. They were tested with SPSS IBM version 

24 for normality using the Kolomov Smirnoff test but data were not normally distributed.  

Kruskall Wallis test was then used but no significant values were found comparing the 

treatments at day 1 and 3 (p>0.05). 

From the graph it is clear that the relative expression of Collagen XVII at day 3 is higher 

for keratinocytes seeded on bigger size of nanotubes comparing with the other 

treatments on the same time point (Figure 5.16). 
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Figure 5.16: calculations of semi-quantitative expression of Collagen XVII on HaCat. 

B 
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5.3.12 Scanning Electron Microscope on HaCat 

Immortalized Keratinocytes imaged with the FE-SEM (Zeiss Eol) showed a spread 

morphology over nanotubes: their filopodia and lamellopodia were high in number and 

after three days the cell were forming a layer (not shown in these pictures) covering the 

90% of the disc’s surface (Figure 5.17). On the contrary, on controls cells looked smaller, 

rounder and with a lower number of filopodia both at day 1 and 3. The image shows a 

different outcome for the cells seeded on controls, even if the preparation of samples 

was the same for all the samples. This outcome could be explained by a mistake in the 

process of fixation that might have caused the breaking of the membrane 

 

 

Figure 5.17: FE-SEM pictures of Hacat on nanotubes and controls ad day 1 and 3 would 
have been good to have some high powered images showing the interaction of the 
filopodia with the nanotubes 

The length of filopodia was calculated using ImageJ software and results analysed with 

Graph Pad for their distribution. Kruskall Wallis test was used as data were non-normally 

distributed, obtaining a p value of <0.0001 for both the comparison on day 1 and 3. Mann-

Whitney U test was then used to compare two treatments at time for each time-point. As 

Day1 

Day3 

20nm 80 nm 110 nm Control 
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seen in Figure 5.18, filopodia of keratinocytes on the 110nm nanotubes were significantly 

greater in length than on the other surfaces at day 1 and 3.  
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Figure 5.18: length of filopodia calculated in um and processed for statistical analyses: at 
day 3 filopodia resulted significantly longer comparing with the cells seeded on other 
nanotubes. 
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5.4 Results: Primary cell lines 

5.4.1 Metabolic activity on primary Human Dermal Fibroblasts 

Samples were tested for their metabolic activity using Presto Blue fluorescent assay and 

the data obtained were analysed for statistical significance using SPSS IBM version 24 

(Figure 5.19) 

Data were non-normally distributed and. Kruskall Wallis non-parametric test was used to 

compare HDF seeded on the same size of nanotubes at different time-points with a p-

value of 0.004. Hence Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare each treatment. 

Significant higher results for metabolic activity were found for HDF seeded on 80nm 

nanotubes at day 3 comparing with day 1 and 2 (p=0.004 and p=0.002), and for HDF 

seeded on 110nm nanotubes at day 3 comparing with day 2 (p=0.04). No other 

significant results were found, comparing the treatments and controls at different time 

points, even if it is clear form Figure 5.19 that there is a positive trend for metabolic 

activity on larger size of nanotubes comparing with the controls at day 3. 
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Figure 5.19: Presto Blue outcome for HDF at day 1, 2 and 3. At day 3 the primary HDF 
seeded on nanotubes sized 80nm and 110nm had a significant higher metabolic activity 
values than controls and smaller nanotubes. 

5.4.2 Live/dead assay 

Live/Dead assay was performed at day 1, 2 and 3. Micrographs were taken with 

fluorescent microscope (Zeiss- Figure 5.20) and Image J software was used to calculate 
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the percentage of live and dead cells, Figure 5.21. There was no significant difference 

between the numbers of live cells and dead cells at day one and at day 3,  however there 

was a higher percentage of dead cells at day one compared  to day three for all the 

treatments and controls. Live cells at day three show a positive trend for cells seeded on 

110nm nanotubes compared with controls and other nanotubes sizes. This is also 

confirmed by the fluorescent pictures (Figure 5.20). 

 

Figure 5.20: florescent images of live dead assay after day 1,2 and 3 on primary 
fibroblasts seeded on nanotubes sized 20nm, 80nm, 110nm and controls (magnification 

bar 500um). 

 

Figure 5.21: percentage of live and dead cells calculated with ImageJ software at day 1 (A) 
and day 3 (B). 
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5.4.3 Vinculin expression on primary Human Dermal Fibroblasts 

The vinculin markers were visualized using the Fiji image software on confocal images 

to detect the markers on different layers (Figure 5.23). The results were plotted and 

analysed with IBM SPSS software version 24 (Figure 5.22). Data were non-normally 

distributed, and Kruskall Wallis non parametric was used to find any significant difference 

between treatments. The p value was 0.0001, so Mann Whitney U test was used to 

compare two sets of data at time. Results shown on Table 9 A and B, show the 

comparison of the different treatments.   There were significant differences in the number 

of vinculin adhesion plaques per cell both at day 1 and 3 between on 110nm sizes of 

nanotubes comparing with  the other surfaces (p=0.002, p=0.004). 
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Figure 5.22: Graph showing the vinculin counting on HDF at day 1 and 3. The markers 
resulted significantly higher both at day 1 and 3 for 110nm nanotubes comparing with all 
the other surfaces. 
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Figure 5.23: confocal fluorescent images of vinculin (green) and DAPI staining for nuclei 
(blue) on primary fibroblasts at day 1,2, and 3 seeded on 20nm, 80nm, 110nm nanotubes 
and controls (magnification bar 500um) . 

 

Table 9: tables showing Mann-Whitney results for vinculin counting on HDF at day 1 (A) 
and day 3(B). 

 

 

5.4.4 QPCR relative expression of Vinculin on primary HDF 

Primary fibroblasts were analysed for the relative expression of vinculin after day 1 and 

3 and GADPH was used as internal controls. Data were analysed using the 2^ΔCt 
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method. Data were analysed with Graph Pad prism version 6 but no significant results 

were found. From the graph (Figure 5.24) it is possible to observe an higher expression 

of vinculin on 20nm size of nanotubes at day one compared with the other treatments 

and control and for controls at day three comparing with the other sizes of nanotubes. 
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Figure 5.24:  relative gene expression of Vinculin on primary HDF 

5.4.5 Scanning Electron Microscope on primary HDF 

SEM analyses showed the morphology of the cells and their distribution. After three days 

of seeding they formed a thick layer on nanotubes but cells on the controls appeared to 

be fewer in number and where more rounded shaped, with fewer extensions. On 

Titanium modified with nanotubes the HDFs were more flattened to the surface and 

elongated and had a larger number of filopodia (Figure 5.25).The length of filopodia was 

measured using Image J software and data obtained were analysed with Graph Pad  

Prism version 6 as reported in the figure below (Figure 5.26).  

The length of filopodia was tested for statistical significance using Kruskall-Wallis test as 

data were not normally distributed. For both day 1 and 3, the p value was <0.0001, hence 

Mann Whitney U  test was used to establish significant differences between treatments. 

The outcome of the analyses show that at day 1 and day 3, HDFs seeded on 110nm 
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nanotubes had significantly longer filopodia compared with the  cells seeded on the other 

sizes of nanotubes and controls (p=0.0001).   

 

 

Figure 5.25: SEM images of filopodia captured on fibroblasts at day 1, 2, and 3 on 
nanotubes and controls. 
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Figure 5.26: length of filopodia measured on nanotubes and controls after day 1 and 3. 
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5.4.6 Metabolic activity of primary keratinocytes 

Metabolic activity assay was used to test keratinocytes after day 1, 2 and 3 and the data 

obtained were analysed with SPSS IBM software version 24. 

Results were not-normally distributed after analysing them with Kolomov-Smirnov 

normality test (Figure 5.27). Non parametric Kruskall Wallis test was used to detect any 

significant difference between treatments each time-points resulting in a p-value=0.002. 

Mann Whitney U test showed a significant higher metabolic activity in all cells on the 

same substrate at day 3 compared with day 1 and day 2 (p=0.02). Controls were also 

significantly higher than 80nm and 110nm at day 3 (p=0.02). 

 

Figure 5.27: Metabolic activity of keratinocytes after day1, 2 and 3. The results show a 
significant increase at day 3. 

 

5.4.7 Live/Dead assay on primary Keratinocytes 

Figure 5.28 shows the results of Live/dead assay at day 1, 2, and 3. As the number of 

cells and the green fluorescent signal is more intense comparing with the other time-

points the viability  of cells at day 3 is higher compared to day 1 and day 2,. On all the 

treatments at day 3 it is possible to notice a layer of cells covering the disc surface.  
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Moreover, on controls at day 3, layers of cells are seen (the fluorescent signal is stronger) 

whereas on nanotubes where there is only one layer of living cells 

The percentage of live and dead cells on the different treatments is reported in Figure 

5.29, where it is possible to notice a high number of living cells at day three for all the 

treatments comparing to day 1. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.28: live/dead fluorescent staining for primary keratinocytes seeded on nanotubes 
and controls at day 1,2 and 3 (scale bar: 100um). 

 

Figure 5.29: Live dead calculations on keratinocytes seeded at A) day 1 and B) day 3. 
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5.4.8 Immunofluorescence of Collagen XVII on primary 

keratinocytes 

It was impossible to quantify collagen XVII with immunofluorescence techniques 

because of the auto-fluorescence of the nanotubes which was interfered with the 

fluorescence markers. 

5.4.9 Relative gene expression of Collagen XVII on primary 

keratinocytes using qPCR 

Primary keratinocytes were tested for relative expression of Collagen XVII at day 1 and  

3. No significant difference was found after analysing the data, but from the graph 

in.Figure 5.30, it is possible to notice a higher expression of the collagen XVII at day 3 

for keratinocytes seeded on 110nm nanotubes comparing with the other treatments and 

control. On the contrary at day 1 the highest expression of collagen XVII is found for 

keratinocytes seeded on 20nm nanotubes comparing with the other three treatments 

.Figure 5.30: qPCR results of relative expression of Collagen XVII on primary keratinocytes 
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5.4.10 Western blot analyses on primary keratinocytes for Collagen 

XVII 

Western Blot analyses for collagen XVII was performed at days 1 and 3, but on this 

occasion the internal control was not included so the results are only indicative of the 

protein expression. Figure 5.31, shows the band intensity for collagen XVII. There is a 

visible a stronger intensity band for collagen XVII in keratinocytes at day 3 on 110nm 

nanotubes compared  with day 1 and the other treatments at day3. 

 

Figure 5.31: band intensity of western blot gels for collagen XVII detected on primary 

keratinocytes. 

 

5.4.11 Scanning Electron Microscope on primary keratinocytes 

SEM pictures in Figure 5.32 show the morphology of keratinocytes seeded on nanotubes 

and on control surfaces. The morphology of cells seeded on nanotubes is flat, the cells 

have a larger surface area and are more flatted a large number of filopodia. On all the 

nanotubes surfaces, cells were covering the surface of the discs completely with direct 

cell to cell contact. On the contrary on the controls, cells had a more rounded shape, 

were smaller in dimension and with a sorter filopodia.  

Filopodia were measured ls using ImageJ software and statistically compared using 

Graph Pad Prism version 6 (Figure 5.33). Kruskall-Wallis test was used to analysed the 
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data for each time-point, resulting in a p=0.0001. The Mann-Whitney U test was used to 

determine significant differences between the groups. Significant results were found for 

cells seeded on 110nm nanotubes where their filopodia were longer than all the other 

treatments both at day 1 and 3 (p<0.0001).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.32: SEM picture of primary keratinocytes seeded on 20, 80 and 110nm and 
controls after day 1, 2 and 3. The images show a magnification of the cell protrusions and 
filopodia. 
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Figure 5.33: Filopodia measurement on primary keratinocytes after day 1 and 3. 
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5.5 Discussion 

This study highlighted the in-vitro the behaviour of human dermal fibroblasts and 

keratinocytes on nanotubes and the potential significance this may have in improving the 

soft tissue attachment in transdermal implants. 

A critical phase in the wound healing process after amputation, is the reconstruction of 

the skin layer that starts with the early cell attachment phase. Cells need to attach as 

soon as possible to win the “race for the surface”, preventing bacteria colonization I and 

providing initial immediate support and integration for the longer term development of 

tissues  response to the prosthesis (Busscher et al. 2012). 

Although the molecular mechanism of cell adhesion to nanotubes is still unclear, it has 

been largely observed in literature that factors such as roughness, hydrophilicity, electric 

charge and stiffness of the substrate can significantly influence the cell fate.   

Cell attachment is a complex and multifactorial event that starts 10-20 minutes after a 

cell is placed on a surface (Taubenberger, A.; Cisneros, D.; Friedrichs, J.; Puech, P.-H.; 

Muller, D.J.; Franz 2007). There are three phases of cell attachment: initially the cell 

body adheres to the substrate, then a second phase, where the cells start flattening and 

spreading and, as last stage the cells actin skeleton starts organizing the formation of 

the focal adhesions between the cell and the substrate (Khalili & Ahmad 2015). These 

adhesion complexes are the main structures involved in anchorage and in the regulation 

of the plasma membrane in terms of remodelling of the cytoskeleton. Filopodia and 

lamellopodia are part of the adhesion complexes. They are cell membrane’s extrusions, 

finger-like shaped, that probe the substrate for cell attachment and migration. Filopodia 

mainly contain vinculin, talin, paxillin, VAPS and integrins and their model of function has 

been described by Schäfer et al. 2009 as a complex polymerization event involving actin 

filaments ( mediated by Rho family proteins) to probe the environment and eventually 

forming a mature adhesion complex called focal adhesion (Jacquemet et al. 2015). 
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The adhesion of cells on nanotubes has been studied and although the exact mechanism 

of cell attachment on nanotubes has not been discovered yet, there are few hypothesis 

which can explain this phenomenon. Following the experiments made by Schmuki et al. 

it has been hypothesised that nanotubes are a better substrate for cell attachment 

compared to smooth titanium because of two main factors; the size of their diameter and 

the surface charge(Park et al. 2007).  

 

It has been hypothesised (Figure 1.33) that the diameter of the nanotubes has an 

important influence and  depending on the cell-size and cell-type, the focal adhesion 

complexes can be affected because smaller size of nanotubes (such as 15-20nm) are 

the optimal size for the focal adhesion (which are around 10nm diameter) to attach. On 

the contrary, nanotubes of larger size such as 100nm (similar to the size that was optimal  

for the generation of filopodia in my  project) , has been hypothesized not to be optimal 

as the focal adhesions cannot adhere properly as the area is too wide (Imani et al. 2012) 

(Park et al. 2007). 

  

Figure 1.33: figure showing the hypothesis by Schmuki et al. 2007 regarding the size of nanotubes 
and cell attachment: nanotubes with 100nm of diameter are unlikely to be a good substrate for cell’s 
focal adhesion to attach, while smaller diameters should work better as they have a similar diameter 
as the focal adhesions. 

 

The second hypothesis, involves the surface electrical charge: the highly curved edges 

of nanotubes increase the “magnitude of the surface charge density at the wall rim and 

due to the high negative surface charge, the rims can promote the binding of positively 
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charged proteins, or proteins with a positive internal charge distribution” (Kulkarni et al. 

2016), (Imani et al. 2012), (Iglic et al. 2011).  

Vinculin is a specific protein involved in cell adhesion mostly found in Human Dermal 

Fibroblasts. It anchors F-actin to the cell membrane, forming the adhesion complexes 

(focal adhesion), crucially important during the cell attachment and motility process 

(Smith et al. 2011, Advani et al. 2016). Collagen XVII, also known as BP180, is a 

transmembrane protein mostly found in keratinocytes, mainly involved in the anchorage 

and maintenance of the dermal-epidermal junction. Also hemidesmosomes are 

important structure of anchorage in the gingival mucosa where they are responsible for 

the attachment of the epithelium to the dental surface.  (Bergh et al. 2013). 

Generally, both the primary and the immortalized cell lines responded positively to the 

nanotubes indicating that nanotubes are a non-toxic and a sustainable substrate for 

these cell lines. This result was achieved after many pilot investigations which tested 

different seeding cell density and different ways of washing and sterilizing the samples. 

At the beginning, in fact, there were some issues due to the fluorine concentration inside 

the nanotubes, which was toxic and inhibited the cell viability. After finding a protocol to 

wash the nanotubes and reducing the concentration of fluorine, the optimal cell seeding 

concentration was found and all the further experiment were carried using these 

optimised treatments and conditions.   

 The results of the metabolic activity and of the live/dead assay show a positive trend 

with the cell viability on all the sizes of nanotubes greater than on smooth titanium,  

Looking at the morphology of fibroblast and keratinocytes from cell lines there is a 

marked difference in their shape when grown on nanotubes and on control surfaces. 

Fibroblasts and keratinocytes are more spread on the nanotubes, with an elongated 

shape that stretch towards other cells, forming a more organised cell layer.  

From my results it appears that the two cell lines used performed similarly in terms of 

cell attachment. Looking at the cell metabolic activity and morphology between 

fibroblasts and keratinocytes it is possible to spot a slightly higher positive trend on 
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keratinocytes comparing with fibroblasts: they tend to cover the whole disc surface 

forming more than one layer at day 3. This might be attributed to their physiological 

function, as they are directly involved in the wound healing process and the earlier they 

proliferate the better the wound will close and the less bacteria can breach the skin 

barrier. It was not possible though, to directly quantify which cell lines performed better 

using RT-qPCR or western blot due to the issue related to the harvesting of the cell 

cultures that affected the results. As a future work, it would be interesting to compare 

these two cell lines running some correlation analyses.  

It was possible to see differences in the gene quantification of vinculin and its 

downregulation using qPCR, this has might be caused by many reasons including the 

harvesting of the cells before the RNA extraction as they might have been exposed to a 

stressful environment and consequently the vinculin could have been downregulated. 

According to Smith et al. 2011, spreading, stretching and flattening shape of cells are 

signs of good cell attachment and a positive response the surface. This is confirmed in 

my study, especially at day 3 for primary fibroblasts and keratinocytes, by the formation 

a thick layer of flattened cells with numerous filopodia, covering all the nanotube–

modified surface , while on smooth titanium controls, cells are more round, with shorter 

and fewer filopodia and do not interact with each other. Another interesting element 

regarding lamellopodia and filopodia is their structure. It is interesting to observe how 

they interact with the nanotubes (Figure 5.34), especially with nanotubes of 110nm of 

diameter. The filopodia are anchored to the edge and the inside of the tubular structure, 

creating a point of anchorage for the cell to spread and to move. As it was not possible 

to physically see the focal adhesions structure inside the nanotubes with the SEM, we 

based our hypothesis on Kulkarni et al. 2016 studies, who have demonstrated that when 

compared to smooth titanium, proteins on nanotube surfaces can be attracted inside the 

tubular structures, due to their electrical charge and larger surface area, leading to a 

better anchorage of the cell. 
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The cell adhesion was investigated using both immunofluorescence and protein/ gene 

expression using semi-quantitative methods such as Western blot and qPCR. The 

markers used were specific for vinculin and collagen XVII, the first is typical expressed 

on fibroblasts and the second on keratinocytes. The immunofluorescence analyses 

showed a significantly higher number of vinculin adhesion plaques on nanotubes with a 

diameter of 110nm comparing with the controls. The pictures were taken with a confocal 

microscope in order to detect the markers on different layers. Vinculin was found on 

different layers of the cells, in different size and mostly with a round shape. This suggests 

that the focal adhesions, including vinculin, might have followed the round nanotubes 

shape during the cell attachment process. This element cannot be confirmed completely 

as there is a lack of knowledge in literature regarding the mechanism involved in the 

vinculin formation and maturation.  However the vinculin plaques that formed on the 

surface of smooth titanium were more needle shaped.   A second theory could be 

explained by a paper published by Aoyagi et al. indicating the correlation between the 

small size of vinculin and the stiffness of the substrate, resulting in a higher number of 

small focal adhesions reflecting a greater force of attachment exerted on the substrate 

(Van Tam et al. 2012). In my study we have detected a large number of vinculin markers 
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on all the cell lines used, and a different shape and size, meaning that the substrate 

might be a better substrate than smooth titanium, for cell attachment. 

These theories can be confirmed by the results obtained by western blot and qPCR, 

where the semi-quantitative expression of vinculin and collagen XVII for fibroblasts and 

keratinocytes (respectively) on nanotubes with diameter of 110nm was greater  

compared with nanotube sizes and smooth titanium.  

In conclusion, with this study I have confirmed that the titanium surface modified with 

nanotubes is a better substrate for cell attachment, comparing this with the smooth 

titanium currently used for the ITAP. Moreover the size of 110nm of nanotubes I have 

generated was the most suitable for cell attachment of both human dermal fibroblasts 

and keratinocytes 

A number of limitations for this chapter were evident associated with collagen XVII 

staining for the Keratinocytes. Previous studies made by our group, measured the 

intensity of the collagen XVII by using immunofluorescence techniques. In my case this 

was not possible as the wavelengths of the antibodies used were similar to the auto 

fluorescence wavelength of the nanotubes.  I managed to investigate this though, by 

using western blotting and analysing protein expression  semi-quantitatively  

Figure  STYLEREF 1 \s 1. SEQ Figure \* ARABIC \s 1 34: 
example of the interaction of filopodia with 110nm nanotubes Figure 5.34: SEM picture showing the filopodia on the 
surface of 100nm nanotubes after three days of culture. 
It is possible to notice them interacting with the edge of 
the tubes. 
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Another limitation was the use of two different housekeeping genes using the repeated 

RT-qPCR methods on the quantification of both vinculin and collagen XVII for primary 

and immortalized cells. This was due to different methods used in the two laboratories 

where these experiment were carried: initially (with primary cell lines): GAPDH was 

thought and used as a routine housekeeping gene, while later (with immortalized cells) 

beta-actin was considered a better housekeeping gene. This did not permit to compare 

the data set between the two cell lines, and as future work it has to be tested again. 

As future work, it could be interesting to measure the strength of the cell attachment 

using an AFM in-vitro, comparing the nanotubes and the smooth titanium. Also, it might 

be interesting to co-culture keratinocytes and fibroblasts, re-creating in-vitro a simulated 

skin, looking at the interactions of the two cell lines and their difference in cell attachment. 
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Chapter 6 Ex-vivo model with simulated ITAP 
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6.1 Introduction 

Wound healing and skin attachment to a metal implant is a very complex sequence of 

events involving many  interrelated biological and  materials factors (Xu et al., 2012).  

This includes the biocompatibility of the material to both dermal and epidermal cells and 

also the close biological interactions associated with cells and tissues during a wound 

healing process. In previous research several in vitro model systems have been 

attempted to recreate this micro-environment for investigation of skin-implant interface. 

The most studies involve the use of in-vivo and ex vivo models. Generally, the in-vivo 

model, is used because of its ability to replicate the physiological condition of wound 

healing that can involve the immune response, circulatory system together with the 

complete plethora of cells involved in this process. However, even when murine, rodent 

and lupine models are used to simulate human wound healing and skin attachment to 

transdermal implants, their results  are very physiologically different compared to 

humans (Xu et al. 2012, Niederbichler et al. 2009). For example, the wound healing 

process of rats and mice differ from human by the contraction of the subcutaneous 

muscle, while in human (where these muscles do not exist) there is a different healing 

mechanism involving the re-epithelialization (Woodley, 2017). Moreover, other factors to 

take into consideration that can that affect the comparison  with humans, are the 

differences in the host’s vascular system, the external environment, the stress 

experienced and the physiological conditions of the animals (Xu et al., 2012). 

Furthermore, the ethical, moral, and  potential cost of these experiments should also be 

taken into account (Mendoza-Garcia et al., 2015). 

Similarly, in-vitro studies are unable to replicate  the wound healing process  as  single 

cell  types  of keratinocytes or fibroblasts even when grown in monolayers, can only  

partially resemble the skin as an organ because  in tissue culture  cannot  fully replicate  

the  circulatory  and immune system as they do  not replicate  the interaction between 
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different tissues and cells  involved in the process of healing and re-epithelization 

(Mendoza-Garcia et al. 2015, Andrade et al. 2015). 

For these reasons,  I believe that the ex-vivo models can better reproduce the reaction 

of the skin and simulate, the soft tissue-ITAP interface. Ex- vivo models  that have been  

developed  and used  for this purpose have been reported in the literature where they  

indicate  that this is an ideal wound healing  model as it incorporates all the skin 

interactions that are absent especially in the in-vitro models (Mendoza-Garcia et al., 

2015). 

In this chapter I have developed an ex-vivo model, based on the studies by Bayat et al. 

(Neves et al. 2018, Mendoza-Garcia et al. 2015), simulating the clinical condition of ITAP 

implanted inside the body.  For this model, pig skins were used to assess two different 

designs of metal pins   where titanium nanotubes were incorporated.  This was a 

preliminary study based on the previous in-vitro results (Chapter 4), where the pins 

simulating the ITAP’s flange were coated with 110nm nanotubes and compared with 

controls (uncoated titanium pins). As this was the last part of my thesis, I wanted to 

generate a model which was more effective in terms of cell attachment than the in vitro 

models that I have used previously. The hypothesis for this investigation was based on 

the results from the in-vivo chapter 2 and 1 where the 3D ALM porous implants resulted 

in a more successful model for skin ingrowth, using a 3D ALM pin coated with nanotubes 

and controls. Therefore the aim of this chapter was to use isolated skin maintained on a 

collagen based in an ex-vivo model, in order to determine the effectiveness of the 

nanotubes on pins and 3D ALM flange for skin attachment. 
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6.2 Materials and Methods 

6.2.1 Implants 

Pure titanium wires (99.9%) of 3mm of thickness (MetalClays4you, UK) were washed in 

99% acetone (Fisher scientific) and then in distilled water for 15 minutes in an ultrasonic 

bath at room temperature. Then they were inserted in an electrolytic cell with an organic 

electrolyte (ethylene glycol, distilled water and ammonium chloride) and used as anode, 

while a pure platinum foil was used as cathode (as described in chapter 4 “materials and 

methods”). The voltage used in this case was 40V in this study, and anodization of Ti-

pin was carried out for 15 minutes. The nanotubes generated in such condition were in 

a range of 100-120nm of diameter as previous determined. After anodization the wires 

were then washed again in an ultrasonic bath for 1 minute in 70% ethanol and distilled 

water. 

6.2.2 Skin explants 

The skin of two female pig (n=2) was used for this experiment (Figure 6.2). Few minutes 

after death, the skin was prepared for the excision. An electric shaver was used to shave 

the region of interest Hydrex (Chlorexidine Gluconate solution 20%BP (Parcem), 2.5% 

v/v denature, 96% purified water) was used to disinfect the skin.  Finally an excision of 

around 10cm X 6cm area was taken with a sterile surgical blade from the groin region 

(Figure 6.1). The skin was cleared from the fat layer by scraping with the blade and 

soaked in PBS with 10% of Anti/Anti and penicillin (Gibco). Three skin samples were 

taken. 
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Figure 6.1: skin excisions taken two different areas of the pig belly (A) and (B). The area 
was decided as both less hairy and thick comparing with the other parts of the body. Two 
excision were taken of about 10 x 6 cm and the fat layer was removed before the tissue 
was stored in PBS and penicillin. 

 

6.2.3 Collagen gel preparation 

Collagen gels were previously prepared on a 24 well plate using the RAFT kit protocol 

(Lonza) and left in incubator to solidify for 1 hour before using. The hydrogel contained 

10X MEM, Collagen I from rat tail, Hepes  (Thermo-Fisher), 1M NaOH and low glucose 

DMEM (Gibco) supplemented with 1% of penicillin and streptomycin (Gibco), the final 

gel pH was 7.4.. All was made in ice to prevent the gel to solidify too early. Once ready, 

the gel was poured using a 10ml automatic pipette in two 24 well plates, 1ml each well 

(Appendix 3).  

 

6.2.4 Skin scaffolds 

The skin was processed under a laminated flow-hood in sterile conditions. Firstly it was 

washed twice with PBS (Gibco) and 1% penicillin, then placed on a cutting mat to cut 

into 8 mm dimeter disc of length were cut using a disposable biopsy punch (VWR).  

The samples (Figure 6.2) were divided into three groups to investigate: skin with 

nanotube coated implants, skin with smooth titanium implants (controls) and skin without 

implants (negative controls. The negative controls were used to investigate only the 

A B 
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viability of the skin after 21 days and its behaviour on the collagen gels. Six repeats for 

each groups were placed in three 24 well plates, separately. 

In order to insert the titanium implants, a 3mm pore was punched in the centre of the 

sample using a sterile biopsy punch of 3mm (VWR).  

Once the implant was inserted through the skin, the model was placed in the well plate, 

with the epidermis in contact with the collagen gel and with the implant in a vertical 

position.  The culture media (DMEM low glucose supplemented with L-glutammine) was 

added to partially submerge the dermis, leaving the upper surface of the epidermis in 

contact with the air. 

The media was changed every 48 hours. The skin cultures were left for 21 days on the 

first set of the experiments and for 7 days for the second set of experiments. 

 

Figure 6.2: A) schematic representation of implant (skin and pylon) and B) pictures of the 
actual implants on a 24 wells plate. The implants were positioned in the collagen gels with 
the epidermis in contact with the air and the dermis immersed in the gel containing the 
nutrient media. 

6.2.5 Paraffin and hard resin embedding 

After day 0, day1, day 7 and day 21, the samples were fixed by immersion in 10% formal 

saline and prepared for histological analyses. The samples with metal implants were 

then prepared for hard resin embedding with LR white resin (see appendix 6 for protocol), 

A B 
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while negative controls embedded in paraffin wax. The wax specimens were sectioned 

with a (see appendix) microtome producing sections measuring 7 to 9um thick. 

Specimens embedded in hard resin were cut along the length of the pin with a diamond 

blade bending saw (Exact),  grinded manually with different grades of sand papers (600, 

800, 1200, 2500 and 4000) until the section reached the thickness of around 80/100 μm 

as described in chapter 1 and 2. 

6.2.6 Haematoxylin Eosin 

All the samples embedded in paraffin were stained with H&E staining as per protocol in 

appendix 5).  

6.2.7 Toluidine Blue and Paragon staining 

Samples embedded LR white hard resin were stained for Toluidine Blue and Paragon.  

6.2.8 Pull out test 

Three samples from each group were tested for their mechanical properties with a Zwick 

materials testing machine. The force applied was 5N. The pins were clamped to the 

machine, while the skin was immobilized using a petri dish fixed to the bottom part of the 

machine (Figure 6.3). The test produced a load - deformation curve and the maximum 

pull out forces were analysed with the machine’s software and reported in table 10.  
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Figure 6.3: picture representing the pull-out test setting: the skin explant reside behind the 
petri dish lid, while the pin is pinched by the crocodile pin connected to the machine.  

 

6.2.9 SEM 

Samples embedded in hard resin were observed using a Field Emission SEM (Eol) for 

their morphology. 
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6.3 Results 

6.3.1 H&E histological analyses 

Haematoxylin and eosin staining was performed on negative control in order to 

determine the morphology of the skin after 21 days (Figure 6.4). It was observed that 

there were no relevant differences after day 1 and day 0, but after day 7 it is possible to 

notice an augmentation of the thickness of the stratum corneoum probably due to cell 

migration from the dermis to epidermis and, at day 21, the detachment of the epidermis 

from the dermis. This might be caused by the cutting method or by the fact that cells 

were probably dying at day 21. Overall the dermis layer looks organised and its structure 

doesn’t differ much from day 0 to day 21.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.4: H&E staining of histological sections after 1) D0, 2) D1, 3) D7, 4) D21. The 
different skin layers are reported as stratum corneous (SC), epidermis (E) and dermis 
(D). Scale bar 50um. 
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6.3.2 Tissue reaction to transcutaneous implants 

The first set of the experiments were performed from day 0 to day 21. In this case the 

implants used were 3mm pure titanium wire coated with 110nm size nanotubes and 

uncoated wire (used as controls). It was observed that the skin remained well structured 

in all cases, reflecting the results obtained from the negative controls (Figure 6.4, Figure 

6.5): the epidermis remained parallel to the dermis and in most cases attached to the 

under layer. Only at day 7 and 21 the epidermis started to detach from the dermis.  As 

shown in Figure 6.5, the epidermis attached to the nanotubes at all the four time points, 

while in the uncoated implants it was detached in all the samples. Dermal attachment to 

the implant was variable. For example sections through the nanotube coated implants in 

Figure 6.5 A and B showed partial attachment, while on Figure 6.5 C and D, again taken 

of sections through coated pins shows complete attachment.  On the contrary, the dermis 

was partially detached on day 0 and 7 for coated pins (Figure 6.5 A and B), completely 

attached after day 7 and 21 (Figure 6.5 C and D). On controls, the dermis seemed to be 

attached to the substrate after day 1 (Figure 6.5, F) but detached from the substrate at 

day 7 and 21 (Figure 6.5, G and H) shows the average skin attachment on nanotubes 

and control after 21 day of culture. Due to fungal infections in some samples these data 

are taken from 2 or in some cases 3. Number of specimens and are only semi -quantative 

and it was not possible to reach the sufficient number of specimens to analyse them for 

statistical differences. However there does appear to be a difference in the skin 

attachment between nanotubes and controls, showing a better attachment on nanotubes 

comparting with controls. 
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Figure 6.5: hard resin histological samples of: A-D: pin coated with nanotubes and E-H, 
pin uncoated (controls). Figure A and B show at day O and 1 the skin is slightly detached 
from the pylon (arrows). Figures F, G and H show in all cases the epidermis detached from 
the pylon of controls (arrow). Scale bar 200um. 

 

Figure 6.6: average of the soft tissue attachment to nanotubes and control after 21 days. 
This is a representative/ qualitative analyses made just to have an overview of the skin 
performance after 21 days in culture. No statistical analyses were made due to an 
insufficient number of samples. 
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A second set of experiment was set, the specimens were incubated in the same 

conditions as the previous one. This time a 3D ALM implant was also used to test the 

skin attachment together with the same pin used on the first set, modified with 

nanotubes. The porous implants were 8mm long and 3mm of thickness, the pores were 

squared shaped and their size was 1000 μm.  The implants were kept in culture for 7 

days because a fungal infection occurred on the 21 day specimens. 

 

 

Figure 6.7: : histological sections of round pin coated with nanotubes (A-C) and uncoated 
(D-E). In all cases the skin is well attached both to nanotubes and controls. Scale bar 
200um. 

Figure 6.7shows the outcome for the skin explants with cylindrical pins coated with 

nanotubes (A-C) and uncoated (D-E). In all cases the skin was well organized, the dermis 

and epidermis structure was uniform with the epidermis oriented orthogonally to the pin. 

Pins coated with nanotubes show a successful attachment: in all the three cases (Figure 

6.7A-C) both dermis and epidermis are attached to the implant. Similarly on the controls 

(Figure 6.7 D-F) all the epidermis and dermis were well attached to the implant. From 

these results it is not possible to detect any difference in terms of attachment, meaning 

that, in this histological investigation, there was no difference in terms of material 

performance respect to dermis attachment. 
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Figure 6.8: skin on 3D ALM scaffold at day 1 and 7: A-B coated with nanotubes, C-D, 
uncoated. On pins coated with nanotubes there is a better cell attachment of dermis and 
epidermis, while on controls at day 7 the skin looks detached and not well organized 
(arrows). Scale bar 200um. 

 

Figure 6.8 shows the last set of images from the experiment carried using a pure titanium 

3D ALM scaffold. On the first two images (A-B), it is possible to notice a difference on 

skin attachment on the implant between the time points.  At day 7 the skin is structurally 

well organised and attached to the external part of the scaffold and ingrowth of tissue 

within the metal mashes is seen. Figure A shows a thick layer of yellow cells (probably 

fat cells) between the skin and the implant. Similarly on figure C and D (controls) the skin 

was structured and connected with the mesh of the implant. In this case there is the 

presence of a yellow layer of cells, which can be consider fat layer. Figure D shows skin 
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detachment to the mesh of the implant and a gap between the tissues and the metal 

meshes was seen.  In this case there was no skin ingrowth within the pores. 

6.3.3 Scanning electron microscopy results. 

Scanning electron microscope was used to assess how the skin interacts with the metal 

surface. SEM examinations were made on hard resin embedded samples. Even though 

it was not possible to take measurements, this investigation showed how the skin 

interacted with the metal surfaces.  

 

Figure 6.9B shows at day 21, the attachment of skin to the metal on nanotube coated 

pins.  On a number of samples a gap is seen between the metal surface and the skin, 

however cells processes appear to bridge the gap. Similarly on  

 

Figure 6.9 C and D is it was noticed the cell attachment at day 1 and day 21. At day 21 

the number of filopodia attached onto the metal of the implant showing that even after 

21 days of culture, the cells are attached to the substrate.   

Similarly, Figure 6.10 shows the magnification of two 3D ALM porous implants at day 7, 

one with nanotubes (A-B), the other without nanotubes (C-D). The cells on the nanotube 

samples were completely attached to the implant surface. Whereas for the controls it cell 

extensions adhering to the substrate were seen.   
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Figure 6.9: FE-SEM pictures showing the interface between Metal (M) and Skin (S) on (A-
B) pint coated with nanotubes and (C-D) controls day 21. The central image shows a lower 
magnification of the pin and skin implant underlying the metal and skin position. 

 

Figure 6.10: FE-SEM pictures of day 7 3d ALM scaffold with nanotubes (A) and a 
magnification of the area circled in yellow-B) and controls (C) with a magnification of the 
area circled in yellow(-D) the blue arrows indicate the interface between the metal surface 
and the skin. On image A there is a complete attachment of the skin to the scaffold while 
on figure D it is possible to notice the cell’s attachment complexes (blue arrows). 
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6.3.4 Pull out test 

Pull out tests  were carried on two repeats for each group and  Figure 6.11shows the 

average results of the maximum force needed to pull the pin from the skin: the higher 

the force, the stronger the attachment. 

Figure 6.11a, shows the average result for the coated metal pins comparing with 

controls. The force required to remove the pins was variable.   There were no significant 

differences between the control and coated samples or any evident changes over time 

within the same implant type.   

It is interesting to notice that the values of the pull out forces are generally higher on the 

3D-ALM porous pins comparing to the wire, as shown on Figure 6.11. 

Statistical differences were analysed using the t-test on Graph Pad Prism, but no 

significant p-values were found comparing the same treatment for different time-points 

(pin coated with nanotubes p=0.44; controls p=0.67; 3D-ALM implants with nanotubes 

p=0.43, controls p=0.17). The limitation of these results was the few number of samples 

tested (2 each treatment due to fungal infection). In this case the data are only indicative, 

showing a relative trend between the treatments. In fact, it was not possible to 

demonstrate a significant difference between the pins and 3D-ALM implants coated and 

uncoated with nanotubes in terms of sheer force. This test has to be repeated with a 

higher number of replicates in order to obtain a larger number of samples for statistical 

analyses. It was interesting, though, to obtain these preliminary data on skin attachment 

to the simulated ITAP, as it confirmed, that 3D-ALM porous pins, effectively, give 

stronger attachment compared with a non-porous structure, partially confirming the 

results found on the in-vivo chapter 1 and 2 of this thesis. Data listed in Table10 show 

that, in the case of 3D-ALM porous implants, the maximum pull out strength force is 

higher comparing with the wire implants 

. 
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Table 10: pull-out forces and standard deviation calculated for the different implants at 
day1 and 7. 
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Figure 6.11: resume of the pull out test's results for the second set of experiments with A) 
pins and B) 3D ALM porous scaffold at different time-points. 

6.4 Discussion 

This study aimed to investigate the skin - implant interactions in an ex-vivo model with 

two designs of metal implant that simulated the flange of an ITAP. Based on the results 

of the previous chapter, where it has been demonstrate that nanotubes sized 110nm 

performed better than smooth surfaces in terms of cell attachment.  Following the 

protocols by Fukano et al. 2006, Mendoza-Garcia et al. 2015 and Andrade et al. 2015,  I 
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wanted to simulate a clinical situation, to obtain some preliminary data before using an 

in-vivo model.  

Based on the first set of results, it was observed a small difference in the cell attachment 

between the implants coated with nanotubes and the controls, even though the samples 

could not be compared statistically due to insufficient replicates. In the second set of the 

experiment, there was no difference in terms of dermis or epidermis attachment after 7 

days. A different situation can be seen for the 3D ALM implants coated with nanotubes: 

in this case there was a better performance of skin attachment on nanotubes, with some 

tissue ingrowth into the pores, compared with the controls where the tissue at day 7 was 

not completely attached, nor there were signs of tissue ingrowth within the pores. To 

confirm this, SEM was used to investigate the skin-implant interactions microscopically. 

Although it is not possible to clearly detect any difference between the treatments, it is 

interesting to notice how the cells behaved in a 3D way: After day 7 and 21 cells still tend 

to form protrusions and it was possible to notice “frozen” filopodia in the act of elongating 

towards the substrate. Overall, as described by Mendoza-Garcia et al. 2015, the collagen 

gel supported the implant keeping the skin in a physiological orientation with the 

epidermis in contact with air. This might be one of the reason why the skin on the 

histology looked integral and still well organized after 7 or 21 days.   

The mechanical tests showed that the forces to take out the pin were different although 

no clear pattern emerged. It was interesting to notice a difference between the 3D-ALM 

porous implants and the wire-shape ones with the porous implant showing greater 

attachment force.  This confirms that both nanotube coated or uncoated 3D-ALM porous 

structures gave   better stability than the wires to the implant once it is in contact with the 

skin. 

This study encountered many difficulties. Initially this chapter was supposed to be done 

as a collaboration with an European university which developed this model and was 

supposed to supply us with human skin. For many reasons eventually, I developed this 

model myself using the pig’s skin. Another issue encountered was the high number of 
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fungal infections that affected the cell culture during the first and second sets of 

experiments. This might have been caused either by the skin itself or by the incubators.  

During the preparation of the skin for the ex vivo model it was extensively washed both 

with a solution containing Penicillin and streptomycin and with and anti/anti (Gibco), plus 

a supplemental wash in PBS. All the tools used were sterilized before using them while 

operating, with either UV light, autoclave and 70% ethanol. These infections affected the 

results of the experiments. 

The hard resin embedding and histological preparation encountered some problems too. 

The samples were very small and were prepared by hand using a grinding technique 

and in some cases this process led to loss of the sample from the resin. Moreover, the 

staining process did not work properly in some cases (e.g. Figure 6.8 D). 

The third issue involved the shape of the 3D ALM scaffold which in cross section was a 

square shape while the  puncture  site used to penetrate the skin for implant insertion 

was round. This made the insertion of the implant very difficult and in some cases the 

residual fat layer beneath the dermis obstructed this. 

In conclusion this can be considered a preliminary experiment on the development of 

this model and in conclusion although many issues were encountered, this set up worked 

and in future could be used for testing skin attachment prior to using an animal model. 

Future work would involve investigation of attachment markers (for example vinculin or 

collagen XVII) using immunohistochemistry would also measure the viability of the cells   

after different times of incubation. This was not possible as immune histochemistry could 

not be carried out on these specimens due to their small size   and as they were 

embedded in resin.    

Moreover, as future work it would be important to repeat the pull out test with more 

samples (at least 5 each treatment) in order have a better sample number to run 

statistical analyses. Furthermore, to have a more accurate and consistent results a more 

precise calculation including the thickness of the skin analysed and the shear force 

applied should be used following the formula reported below. The thickness of each 
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explants should also be the same for each sample so that all the samples can be 

compared: 

 

𝜏 =
𝑃

𝜋𝐷𝐿
. 

Where “τ “is the shear stress of the pin extracted from the skin, “P” is the pull-out force 

applied (in this case the Newton applied on the round area of the pin (πr2), D and L are 

respectively the diameter and the length of the contact area with the pin (so in this case 

it will be the cylindrical volume of the area surrounding the pin: 2πrL). This is a new model 

not yet found in literature that can be a new promising way to test mechanically the 

attachment force of skin against the metal of the prosthetic implant. 
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Chapter 7 Final Conclusion 
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7.1 Final conclusion 

Intraosseous Transcutaneous Amputation Prosthesis are a new generation of implants 

designed for amputees. The advantages of these implants, comparing with the more 

commonly used externally fixed stump socket prosthesis, is that mechanical forces are 

directly transferred from the skeleton to the implant. This has the advantage of preventing 

common problems related  to stump socket prosthesis such as rubbing of the skin, 

necrosis of the soft tissue, ulcers and leading  to pain and remodelling of the 

stump(Bhandari and Jain, 2017, Pendegrass et al., 2008). ITAP differs from all the others 

transcutaneous devices and is designed to improve soft tissue ingrowth and attachment 

to the metal. The flange serves to enhance the soft tissue to seal around ITAP avoiding 

the bacterial colonization and helps stabilise the implant , preventing relative movements 

(Pendegrass et al., 2008). Although ITAP have been successfully clinically used in 

animals and humans, there is still a problem related to the soft tissue attachment, dermal 

integration and low grade infection. These problems are related to both the design of the 

flange and the smooth titanium surface that were not optimised to for soft tissue 

attachment. This contributes to skin downgrowth and bacterial infection eventually 

leading to implant failure. 

The aims of this thesis were first to investigate the effect of the 3D-ALM porous flange 

on soft tissue attachment, ingrowth and vascularization in comparison with a current 

used plain porous flange in  implants that were used clinically to treat animals with 

amputated limbs . Secondly I wanted to analyse in-vivo the effect of a three different size 

of pores of the 3D-ALM porous flanges comparing with the plain porous flange, to find 

which better enhanced skin attachment, ingrowth and vascularization. Thirdly, to 

evaluate in-vitro cell attachment of keratinocytes and dermal fibroblasts on TiO2 

nanotube modified surfaces and investigate the effect of different sizes of nanotubes on 

the cells attachment  in order to better understand if this substrate could improve the skin 

attachment preventing the down-growth. The last aim was to generate a simulated ITAP 
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using an ex-vivo model with skin and pin modified with nanotubes, to better understand 

the skin behaviour and its adhesion to nanotubes. 

In this thesis I have hypothesised that the 3D-ALM porous flange improves the skin 

attachment and ingrowth to the implant comparing it with the plain flanged currently used 

in clinical veterinary studies. Previously to this thesis, only a few cases were reported in 

a clinical study, involving four dogs with a plain flanged ITAP, which demonstrated the 

formation of a pocket of the soft tissue around the flange (Fitzpatrick et al., 2011). 

Connected to this and following the previous study by Chimutengwende-Gordon,et al. 

2017, I hypothesised that the porous flange with a specific pore diameter, would 

significantly improve skin attachment and ingrowth in an in-vivo ovine model, compared 

with a plain porous flange, . Even though the results from the in-vivo model showed 

promising results for tissue ingrowth into 3D-ALM porous flange still there were issues 

of the cell attachment to the device. So I hypothesised, based on the recent literature 

results, that the titanium surface modification with nanotubes could significantly improve 

cell attachment to the ITAP flange comparing with the currently used smooth titanium 

(Kulkarni et al., 2015, Iglic et al., 2011). Finally, based on the results of in-vivo and in-

vitro studies  in this thesis, I have hypothesised that a ITAP implanted in an ex-vivo 

model, to simulate the physiological condition of skin, would have be a successful model  

and demonstrate cell adhesion and skin attachment to nanotubes of 100nm of dimeters 

(Mendoza-Garcia et al., 2015) 

 

Limb amputation in cats and dogs is a drastic procedure that leaves the animal with a 

restricted mobility and balance issues. The ITAP was initially designed to overcome 

these problems, in order to give the animal the original mobility and speed (Fitzpatrick et 

al., 2011). The ITAP was designed with a porous flange, mimicking natural analogues of 

deer antlers in order to allow soft tissue to ingrowth and to anchor within the pores, to 

give it stability and prevent bacterial infection (Pendegrass et al., 2015). In the clinical 

veterinary study reported in chapter 2 of this thesis, two designs of the flange (the plain 
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“umbrella” flange and a 3D-ALM porous “pear”- shaped flange) were compared in five 

dogs and a cat to investigate the skin attachment, ingrowth, downgrowth and the blood 

vessels formation. Although all the implants were custom made to accommodate 

different individuals, the results showed that with a plain porous flange, the level of skin 

downgrowth resulted was higher compared with the 3D-ALM porous flanges where the 

downgrowth was less and where the skin appeared to be more attached. In 3D-ALM 

porous flanges soft tissue attachment and ingrowth within the meshes, was found well 

vascularised and also attached to the metal. These results indicated that a 3D-ALM 

porous structure is more beneficial giving more stability due to the 3D structure. 3D-ALM 

porous flanges allowed the dermis to adhere and to grow into the metal pores. The poor 

outcome obtained by the plain porous flange could be associated with its sharp and thin 

shape that could have caused mechanical rubbing of the surrounding soft tissue and a 

relative small area for the dermis to attach.   

To further investigate these results,  an in-vivo study was carried using an ovine model 

where soft tissue ingrowth, downgrowth, vascularization and attachment at 12 and 24 

weeks, was compared  in three different porosity sizes of a 3D-ALM porous flanges and 

a plain porous commercially machined (CM). The results obtained from this study 

showed no differences in epithelial downgrowth on the pylon between the 3D-ALM 

porous flanges and the controls. Some non-significant changes at 12 weeks were 

observed as the downgrowth had higher values for 700 μm pores comparing with 1000 

μm pores, probably suggesting that this size of pores is too small and prevents dermal 

ingrowth reducing the support to the epidermis. The parameter of epidermal attachment 

to the implant was also analysed and a negative trend was seen for the same pore-size 

between 12 and 24 weeks. It is very important that the epidermis seals the wound around 

the pylon and flange during the first few days after the surgery to avoid the bacteria 

invasion and therefore this outcome should be avoided. On the contrary, dermal 

attachment gave significant higher values for the 3D-ALM porous implants after 12 
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weeks compared with the plain flanged ones. This point is crucial for the success of the 

ITAP: the sooner the skin adheres to the implant the better it will stabilised the soft tissues 

preventing relative movement reducing bacterial infection. At the same time significantly 

higher results were found for the dermal attachment to the 3D-ALM porous flanges 

comparing with the plain ones. Dermal ingrowth was seen   within the all porous meshes; 

the tissue was also well structured and vascularised for both time-points. These results 

confirmed the initial hypothesis that the 3D-ALM porous flange results in better soft tissue 

attachment and ingrowth, stabilising the implant within the body preventing infection and 

relative movement compared with the plain flange. 

However, dermal attachment to the implant is an issue for ITAP as it is crucial in order 

to support the implant and to avoid bacterial infections. For this reasons TiO2 nanotubes 

were investigated in order to enhance soft tissue attachment around the ITAP. Based on 

literature (Park et al., 2009), Park et al., 2007), I successfully obtained a protocol to 

generate nanotubes in three size ranges (20-40nm, 60-80nm and 100-120nm). 

As the results in literature on the optimal size of nanotubes for cell viability were 

controversial (Shevtsov et al., 2015, Brammer, Frandsen and Jin, 2012(Iglic et al., 2011), 

Park et al., 2009), I wanted to test them in-vitro to investigate which size was optimal for 

keratinocyte and human dermal fibroblast attachment and viability and compare them 

with smooth titanium control surface. I used both primary and immortalized keratinocytes 

and fibroblasts and tested them using techniques including immunochemistry to detect 

attachment markers, fluorescent assays for viability, gene and protein expression and 

electron microscopy to investigate their morphology. The results show that, with this 

protocol, both primary and immortalized cell lines show greater metabolic activity and 

viability when grown on nanotubes, meaning that they are a more sustainable substrate 

for cells to grow on. Similarly, the cell morphology was flatten and spread with numerous 

filopodia interacting with the pores of  the nanotubes, forming a thick cell layer after three 

days of cell culture comparing with controls, where the cells looked more round shaped, 

smaller with fewer and shorter filopodia. Cells seeded on nanotubes of 110nm of size 
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were formed longer filopodia than on the other nanotubes sizes. Adhesion to the surfaces 

was investigated using immunochemistry examination, where Vinculin in the adhesion 

plaque and Collagen XVII in hemidesmosomes were visualised. Additionally protein 

production and gene expression of these were investigated, using western blot and 

qPCR. Significant quantitative and semi-quantitative results were obtained for both 

Vinculin and Collagen XVII expression for keratinocytes and Vinculin for fibroblast 

seeded on 110nm nanotubes compared with the controls. These results confirmed my 

hypothesis that nanotubes are a better substrate for cell attachment compared with 

smooth titanium and so the larger size of nanotubes could be used to modify the ITAP 

surface to improve cell attachment and ultimately the skin seal. 

Lastly, based on the results obtained in the clinical veterinary study, the in-vivo and in-

vitro studies on this thesis, I wanted to further investigate the skin behaviour of both 

nanotubes coated onto a pylon and on a 3D-ALM porous flange in an ex-vivo skin model.  

This model have been successfully used in literature to study the effect of wound healing 

(Mendoza-Garcia et al., 2015). In my experiment, I set up this model using a collagen 

gel to give the skin the appropriate support once the pin was inserted, recreating the 

physiological condition of an ITAP inserted in the skin. The pin coated with 110nm 

nanotubes was compared with uncoated pins, but no differences were see after 7 and 

21 days. It was not possible to run statistical analyses due to the low number of 

replicates. However, for the 3D-ALM porous implants dermal tissue was found growing 

in the pores of the scaffold coated with nanotubes comparing and this was greater than 

seen uncoated 3D-ALM porous implants. Similarly, mechanical traction tests showed a 

better pull out forces on the coated 3D-ALM porous implant comparing with the uncoated 

ones. Although this experiment encountered a few obstacles (bacterial infections) it could 

be considered as a pilot study on how effectively the skin behaves with the 3D-ALM 

porous flange and pins coated with nanotubes. This partially confirmed our hypothesis 

that the combined effect of the porous material and nanotubes can substantially increase 

the soft tissue adherence on ITAP. 
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Future work, should further investigate 3D-ALM porous flanges coated with 110nm 

nanotubes  both in  ex vivo and in vivo models  to confirm the results presented in this 

thesis. The in vivo model should aim to investigate both the effect on soft tissue 

attachment and ingrowth in animal model using a 3D-ALM porous flange coated with 

nanotubes of around 100nm. This could also be used to test the effect nanotubes have 

in preventing the bacteria colonisation inside the body, perhaps functionalising the 

nanotubes with drugs such as silver nanoparticles as previously used by 

Chimutengwende-Gordon et al. The ex-vivo model should be repeated with more 

replicates and where possible use human skin samples. Using this ex vivo model, it 

would be interesting to investigate the skin with immunohistochemistry techniques to 

confirm the in-vitro results on biomarkers for cell attachment such as vinculin and 

collagen XVII. Moreover a clinical study should be done also on humans to further study 

the effect of nanotubes on soft tissue attachment. 

 

In conclusion, the work on this thesis has highlighted that the soft tissue attachment to 

the ITAP can be improved using 3D-ALM porous flange, which enhances dermal 

ingrowth and attachment within the meshes. A porosity of around 1000um can be 

considered the optimal size for soft tissue ingrowth, attachment and vascularization, as 

demonstrated in-vivo. Titanium surface modification with nanotubes significantly 

improves adhesion of keratinocytes and fibroblasts. Preliminary results have shown that 

the combination of a porous flange with a pore size of 1000um  surface modified with 

110nm size of nanotubes in a simulated ex-vivo model , results in increased integration 

and attachment of skin compared with the controls. 
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Appendix 

Appendix 1: LR-White resin embedding protocol 

1 x 50% methanol  

1 x 70% methanol 

1 x 90% methanol- 

1 x 100% methanol 

1:1 100% methanol/resin- 

1 x Chloroform 

2 x 100% Resin 
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Appendix 2: SEM preparation protocol 

Wash 

Phosphate buffered saline 

5 minutes x 2 

Fixation 

2.5% Glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M sodium 

cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4 

30 minutes 

Wash 

0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer 

5 minutes x 2 

Serial Dehydration 

IMS 20%  

IMS 30% 

IMS 40% 

IMS 50% 

IMS 60% 

IMS 70% 

IMS 80% 

IMS 90% 

Ethanol 90% 

Ethanol 96% 

Ethanol 100% 

Transition Solvent 

Hexamethyldisalazane 

2 minutes x3 

Dry in fume hood 24 hours 
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Appendix 3: protocol for collagen gel preparation 

Collagen Type I, rat  

Material: 

Collagen I 

Media: 

10 × MEM (Sigma, M0275) 

10 × DMEM (Sigma, D2429) 

10× M199 (Sigma, M0650) 

RPMI 1640 (Sigma R8758) 

DMEM (Sigma, D5796) 

0.1 x NaOH 

 Protocol: 

1) Place all solutions at room temperature for half an hour before starting the 

experiment.2.Determine the final volume of collagen solution to be used (e.g. 300 

μl) and the desired, final collagen concentration (e.g.,1.5 mg/ml).Determine the 

final cell concentration in the gel.. 

2) Prepare a sterile tube with sufficient volume capacity. 

3) .Mix the gel: a)Add all of the ingredients. The ingredients are listed in the order 

of pipetting. 

4) After adding the collagen, thoroughly mix the contents of the tube. 

5) If desired, add the prepared cell suspension to the mixture. If no cells are used, 

add 1× medium. Thoroughly mix the contents of the tube. 

6) Fill the gel into the culture dishes or slides within 5 minutes. 

7) 7.For gelation, place the gel in a cell culture incubator (37°C, 5% CO2)for 45 

minutes. The cells will continue to settle in the first few minutes. 
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Appendix 4: Immunochemistry protocol for vinculin and 

collagen XVII 

 Remove culture media from cells.  
Wash 3 times with PBS each for 5 minutes. 
Flood wells with 10% formalin. 
incubate for 20 minutes at RTP.  
Wash 3 times with PBS each for 5 minutes. 
 

 Remove discs / samples from wells and dry sample base (place bottom of 
sample onto clean, dry tissue). 
Place sample in new, dry well plate. 
Add a droplet of 10% Goat Serum in PBS to the top side of the discs (determine 
volume experimentally). Incubate for 20 minutes at RTP.  
Remove Goat Serum droplet carefully. 
 

 Add a droplet of 1:200 primary antibody in PBS containing 0.0025% Triton X to 
the top side of the discs (determine volume experimentally). 
Incubate for 1 hour at RTP (alternatively overnight at 4°C). 
Wash once with PBS. 

 Add a droplet of 10% Goat Serum in PBS to the top side of the discs (determine 
volume experimentally). [This is a blocking step.] 
incubate for 20 minutes at RTP. 

 Wash 3 times with PBS + 0.5% Tween20 on a gentle plate shaker, each wash for 
5 minutes. 

 Remove discs / samples from wells and dry sample base (place bottom of 
sample onto clean, dry tissue). 
Place sample in new, dry well plate. 
 
Move to a darkroom. 

 Add a droplet of 1:200 secondary antibody in PBS containing 1% Bovine Serum 
Albumin (BSA). 

 Incubate in the dark for 1 hour at RTP. 
Wash 3 times with PBS + 0.5% Tween20 on a gentle plate shaker, each wash for 
5 minutes. 
Wash in PBS once. 
 
Store / transport in PBS prior to imaging. 
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Appendix 5: Haematoxylin & Eosin Staining protocol 

1. Deparaffinize sections, 2 changes of xylene, 10 minutes each. 

2. Re-hydrate in 2 changes of absolute alcohol, 5 minutes each. 

3. 95% alcohol for 2 minutes and 70% alcohol for 2 miuntes. 

4. Wash briefly in distilled water. 

5. Stain in Harris hematoxylin solution for 8 minutes. 

6. Wash in running tap water for 5 minutes. 

7. Differentiate in 1% acid alcohol for 30 seconds. 

8. Wash running tap water for 1 minute. 

9. Bluing in 0.2% ammonia water or saturated lithium carbonate solution for 

30 seconds to 1 minute. 

10. Wash in running tap water for 5 minutes. 

11. Rinse in 95% alcohol, 10 dips. 

12. Counterstain in eosin solution for 30 seconds to 1 minute. 

13. Dehydrate through 95% alcohol, 2 changes of absolute alcohol, 5 

minutes each. 

14. Clear in 2 changes of xylene, 5 minutes each. 

15. Mount with xylene based mounting medium. 
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Appendix 6: Paraffin embedding 

1. Fix tissues with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) or other fixatives for 24/48 hours 

at room temperature. Make sure to have enough fixative to cover the tissue. 

Fixative volume should be 5-10 times of tissue volume. 

 

2. Trim/ shape fixed tissues into appropriate size and place them in embedding 

cassettes (leave them at least 3 hours under water flow). 

 

3. Process the samples for paraffin embedding as follow: 

 

- 50% ethanol, 1 hour 

- 70% ethanol, 1 h 

- 80% ethanol, 1 h 

- 95% ethanol, 1 h 

- 100% ethanol I , 30 min 

- 100% ethanol II, 30 min 

- 50% of ethanol + 50% Xylene, 1 h 

- Xylene, 1h 

- 50% Xylene + 50% paraffin wax, 65 degrees, 1 h 

- Paraffin wax 1, 65*C, 1 h 

- Paraffin wax 2, 65*C, 2 h (at this stage you can leave it overnight) 

- Embedding tissues into paraffin blocks. 

 

4. Trim paraffin blocks and cut at 3-10um (usually they use 5 um) 

5. Place paraffin ribbon in waterbath about 40-45*C for few minutes 

6. Mount sections into the glass slides 

7. Allow sections to dry at least 30 minutes and then dry them in 37*C dry 

oven/incubator overnight 

8. De-paraffin sections using 2 changes of xylene, 10 minutes each 

9. Hydrate them in 2 changes of 100% ethanol for 1 minute each and 90%, 80%, 

70% and 50% for 1,5minutes each. Then rinse in distilled water for 2 min. 
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Appendix 6: Live/dead cell percentage calculation 

Workflow: 
 

1)  Split channels: live cells are in the Green Channel and dead cells are 
Red Channel. 

Discard the Blue Channel. Channels must be analyzed separately for live 
and dead fluorescent channels (Image > Color > Split Channels) 

2)  Work with one channel at a time. Convert the channel to 8-bit (if they are 
not yet in that color graphic format). This is done so that the images may 
be threshold based on intensity (Image > Type > 8-bit) 
 

3) Select the Find Maxima function from each channel to count number of 
dead or live cells. Select the “Point Selection” output type and check the 
box for “Preview Point Selection”. Adjust the “Noise Tolerance”* values 
by increments of 5 or 10 until background staining is excluded. The 
number of points will be the total number of cells positive for the stain of 
interest (numbers are based on user’s definition of Live/Dead cells) 
(Process > Find Maxima). 

 
4) Use the following formulas for quantification: 

 Total Cell Number = Live Cells + Dead Cells 

 Percentage of Live Cells = (Live Cells/Total Cell Number)*100 

 Percentage of Dead Cells = (Dead Cells/Total Cell Number)*100 
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Appendix 8: western Blot protocol (Bio-Rad) 
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Appendix 9: RNA extraction protocol 
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 Appendix 10: Reverse transcriptase kit protocol (Life-

technologies) 
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Appendix 11: Primer sequence and efficiency 

 

  

Gene Primer F' Primer R' Primer efficiency ( %)

Vinculin 5’-CGTCCGGGTTGGAAAAGAGA-3 3’-AAGGATTCCCCTAGAGCCGT -5’ 98

Collagene XVII 5’-ACGGATCCGCAGCGGCTACATAAACTC-‘3 3' GCGAAGCTTGCAGCTCCATCTCCTTCTT-5’ 95

GAPDH 5’-GAAGGTGAAGGTCGGAGTC-‘3 5’- GAAGATGGTGATGGGATTTC-‘3 97
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